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Federal building
falls to demolition
By JULIA PRODIS
Associated Press Writer

RF UNARI)

KANE/Ledger it T-res photo

TALENT SHOW DANCERS: Traci Rose and Lindsey Smith shuffle a little two step during their performance Monday at the East Calloway County Elementary School talent show

Disaster drill set today
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Emergency response teams
from the city and the county will
participate in a disaster drill
today at 5 p.m.
The drill is being coriductcd in
order to train and evaluate the
quality of emergency service in
Murray, according to Red Cross
coordinator Peggy Billington.

"We have no idea what's going
to happen," Billington said.
Jeff Steen, Hazardous Materials coordinator at. Murray State
University, has written a disaster
scenerio that could occur in
Murray.'
Along with a team of evaluators. Steen will have four video,
cameras recording the actions of
all personnel involved.

The evaluators will meet after
the drill to compare notes and
will rate the emergency agencies
on thicr .efficiency in handling
the drill.
"(The„,dispatcher) is the first in
line and must make very crucial
decisions in a hurry. I have the
upmost respect for (them)," BilSee Page 2
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MSU trying
to save LBL's
Youth Station
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
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Bud Welch
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Trade summit
overshadowed
by dispute

tinue with a partnership idea that
would lead to taking over the
Youth Station."
Baust said those attending the
meeting -ranged from university
representatives from departments
such as continuing - education,
health, physical education and
recreation, as well as regional
representatives.
"We are looking at forging a
link that will allow us to operate
the facility," [litho said. "This is
what TVA said it wanted."

Murray State University is
embarking on a mission to help
reopen the Youth Station at
TVA's Land Between the Lakes.
Youth Station, a 2g-year-old
overnight camping facility, was
closed Dec. 16 and merged with
Brandon Spring Residence Center
in Tennessee, which is 30 miles
away.
The camping facility, located
36 miles from Murray. was primarily used for outdoor environAnn Wright, LBL general manmental education activities, espe- ager, said
proposals were sent out
cially for training teachers.
to individuals and groups who
"We had one meeting in April.
might have the capability-to -utiland we sat down in a brainstorm- ize
the facility in a manner that
ing session to see 'what kind of
supports LBL's mission.
activities can be done there," said
"We sent out the proposals two
Dr. Joe Baust, asscx:iate professor
weeks ago," she said. "We arc
of elementary and secondary eduinitially interested in letting out
cation at MSU. "At the concluthe facility for five years. We
sion of the meeting, all the people there said they wanted to con- • See
Page 2
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SPECIAL RUNNERS: Kendall Turner and Jimmy Duncan pees
the Special Olympics torch to Ron French during their leg of the
cross-country run on Main Street Monday morning.

By. CLARE NULLIS
Associated Press Writer
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Senate rejects Democratic bid to shield Medicare
By ALAN FRAM
*Aasociated Press Writer
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•Youth Station...
We are pleased to
announce that Dianna
Robinson, bride-elect
of Brian Hutton, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Dianna and Brian
will be married May
27, 1995.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

pnces that are being asked."
FROM PAGE 1
Through a special arrangement
have determined that it was not
with LBL, Baust rented Youth
cost effective for us to operate
Station for June.
two residential camping centers."
"The problem is that we have
Historically. Youth Station has 50 people who are going to be
been used for environmental edu- there and we have to do everycation for school groups, profes- thing," he said. "We have to
sional development in fields cook, clean and do everything
related to LBL's mission, outdoor else. In the past, we paid $28 per
skills development, corporate
person per day to stay there and
training in team building utilizing . meals were included. That's not
the outdoor challenge courses, the case anymore."
teacher training in environmental
In fact, Baust said he has had
education and church retreats.
difficulty finding someone to
"We are really hopeful that cook for the group.
someone will have an interest and
"If the university were running
can operate it," Wright said. the place, we could get someone
"MSU has played a vital role in
to help," he said. "I've been
soliciting interest for LBL."
looking since February for someBaust has used the facility one who will cook good hearty
many times over the years as part meals for teachers for an hourly
of his environmental education
wage."
curriculum. Its closure meant that
Although Baust said it will be
he and 'others who used Youth a challenge to operate his course
Station had to make other arrangwithout help from LBL officials,
menu for a site.
he is excited to get a temporary
"We tried to find an alternative opportunity to spend some time
place, but there aren't any,"
at Youth Station.
Baust said. "We can't afford the
"We want to say 'Welcome
Back' to Youth Station," he said.
"If we do have a broad-based
partnership, we can make it a go
because all people will be
contributing."
Youth Station, which is
Pick 3
5-3-7
Cash 5
1-5-7-11-14
Pick 4
9-8-3-2
FROM PAGE 1
so did Oleta Biddy, who
itragged about her newborn
grandchild in the break room of
Sponsored by:
Shell the Social Security office. •
So did 23-year-old • Julie
IU/MAY
Welch. who giggled across an
office cubicle when she talked
about her new love, an officer at
the It al Air Fitrce base.
1001 Whitnell Dr
So did the annual ThanksgivMa:ray, KY 42071
ing dinner party on the ninth
floor. a least fOr employees of
DEPARTMENT HEADS
t he Secret Sen ice. Drug EnWalter L Apperson
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We are pleased to announce that Michelle
Finney, bride-elect of
Jonathan Bell, has made
her domestic and household selections through
our bridal 'registry.
Michelle and Jonathan will be married
May 27, 1995.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

situated on 300 acres, has facilities for 72 adults or children. It
features six cabins that are heated
and cooled with counselors' quarters and bunks, an activities
building, a dining hall, a challenge course, an amphitheater,
trails, a beach, a recreation area
and canoes.
As part of LBL's goal to
become self sufficient, officials
are looking toward outside
groups for assistance in operating
various facilities.
In fact, the Land Between the
Lakes Association has taken over
the North and South Welcome
Stations that were closed last fall
and reopened them.
"We are accomplishing what
we hoped to do," Wright said.
"We will absolutely find other
ways to operate that will fit in
with our mission. I think there is
even a possibility for a partnership to reopen Empire Farm."
Wright said the assistance provided by LBLA has made a
difference.
"The welcome stations are
where most of our visitors find
out about the surrounding areas,"
she said. "We have worked with
LBLA in the past in partnerships
for the Golden Pond Planetarium
and the 'Observatory."

To reach all departments of the
,:levvspaper, phone 753-1916.
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BY MAIL

)e, are -pleased to
announce that Rachel
Olsen.,...--bride-elect of
Rick Hawkins. has
made her-domestic and
household selection's
through our bridal
registry.
Racheland Rick ti ill
be married May 27,
1995.

torcement Administration and
Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and
Firearms. Linda McKinney. an
office manager considered a
mother to them all, put the affair
together.
McKinney. Biddy and Welch
are dead. So are 15 children
from the day care center.
It was a building of secrets
confided.jokes around the water
cooler and the work of myriad
federal employees.
It is no more.

•Trade...

READER INFORMATION •
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FROM PAGE 1
.ind links with expanding
economies such as China. India
a.nd Indonesia.
But the U.S.-Japan trade dispute grabbed center stage today
when Renato- Ruggiero, the head
of the new World Trade Organization since May I. held separatr meetings on the sidelines
and
with
with
Kantor
Ilashimoto.
Tokyo said it would ask the
WT() to rule on the legality of
unilateral sanctions. insisting
Washington has no right to impose ihem
without going
through the sophisticated dis-pine settlement procedures of
"the new trade group. Most trade
experts believe any WTO judg-

ment would go in Japan's favor.
With that in mind. Ruggiero
said Kantor told him Washing--

ton would respect any WTO
ruling, even if it went against the
United States. Ruggiero described this as -very important"
and "a very good achievement."
nor
Kantor
Neither
Hashimoto made any statement
after the meetings.
Before today's meeting.
Hashimoto had embarked on a
lobbying blitz of European
leaders to win support for his
cause. He said since the sanctions are basically already in
effect — they are retroactive to
May 20 — there is little chance
of further negotiation.
"How can we?" he asked.
Hashimoto rejected U.S.
claims about unfair restrictions
in Japan. He said if U.S. manufacturers want to boost exports.
they should make more of the
smaller cars that are popular in
Japan.
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We are pleased to
announce that Rebekah
Howard, bride-elect of
David Roberts, has made
her domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Rebekah and David
will be married May 27,
1995.

WAL-MART

'The

r•J'. A1•1•Al..1 I

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

753-7435

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Calloway County FireRescue responded to a mobile
home fire at 1006 C Locust Drive
Tuesday morning.
Spokesman Heath Ryan said,
they received the call at 12:13
a.m. and responded to a mobile
home owned by Roger Moore of
Murray.

A mother and her four children
had been livin&-in the trailer. No
injuries were reported but Kentucky State Police said the structure was a total loss.
A total of 18 personnel and
five trucks were called and were
on scene until 3:35 a.m. Tuesday.
The cause of the blaze is under
investigation by the state police.

•Disaster...

•Federal building...

Ledger &Times

Mobile home burns;
no injuries reported

FROM PAGE 1
lington said.
Steen will call Murray Police
dispatcher Ricky Harris to release
the scenareo.
A chemical release at Vanderbilt Chemical Company will be
the main focus of the drill. Harris
will decide what agencies and
personnel are needed and alert
them.
"This kind of chemical spill is
very unlikely at Vanderbilt,"
Steen said,"but we try to think of
a 'worst case' scenerio."
"I feel comfortable with our
emergency services now, but if
you train for the worst you'll be
ready when something happens,"
Billington said.
The drill will consist of setting
up an emergency operations center, along with a critical stress
debriefing team to inform the
public and press.
This is not the first time Murray has had a disaster drill.

Two years ago the Red Cross
set up a drill that included a
simulated fire in one of the dorms
at MSU.
Billington believes that drill
helped emergency teams respond
to the fire in the Fine Arts building earlier this summer.
"We want to be ready for anything that might happen in Murray. We wouldn't practice for a
hurricane since we don't live near
the ocean, but an earthquake is
very possible," she said.
Billington mentioned how the
emergency personnel of Oklahoma City responded to the bombing of the federal building."They
had trained for disasters," she
said, "maybe not a bombing, but
any kind of training helps."
Billington's goal is to be prepared for anything that might
occur in the area, "We try to
think of our greatest fear, pray it
will never happen and go train
for it."

•Senate...
those included by the House.
FROM PAGE 1
Two Senate sources, speaking
W.Va.
on condition of anonymity. said
"The bottom line here is. Senate Majority Leader Bob
'Whose side are we on?"' said Dole. R-Kan., a presidential rival
will
Senate Minority Leader Tom of Gramm. has said he also
'alternative.
tax-cut
a
offer
Daschle, D-S.D., listing senior
The House apt:termed its own,
citizens, children and working
outline of spending resimilar
families on one side and the
ductions last week as Republiwealthy on the other.
Republicans responded that cans in both chambers march
whole country would benefit toward their goal of whittling
the
from their outline to end three down the size of government.
decades of red ink by paring Congress' budget commits lawMedicare. Medicaid. welfare and makers to trimming spending.
other benefits while eliminating but most of the specific cuts are
recommendations for when
140 agencies.
"Whose side are we on?" re- lawmakers make final decisions
sponded Senate Budget Com- later this year.
The Senate measure would
mittee Chairman Pete Domenici,
R-N.M."Make no bones about it. spend $256 billion less for
We are on the side of all Ameri- Medicare over the next 'Seven
years than the 51.6 trillion that
cans."
They also. used the occasion would otherwise be spent.
to.argue that they were seeking Medicaid spending, expected to
to slow the growth of Medicare total $800 billion during the ,
spending to rescue a program period. would be pared by $175
that is projected otherwise tb go billion:'The House version would
exact a bit more from each
broke in a few years.
program.
reform"We're talking about
Unlike the House budget,
ing Medicare so it's solvent:
would lower taxes for
which
they're talking about the politics
of the next election." accused families, business and investors
by $350 billion over seven years.
Sen. Judd Gregg. R-N.11.
By 51-47. the Senate rejected the Senate measure does not
a second Democratic amend- contain a reduction in levies.
But the Senate would allow a
ment reducing the size of the
"potential tax cut by $40 billion tax cut once Congress and the
and using the money to restore president enact a package cercuts to education, another of the tified to balance the budget by
2002. That cut is supposed to
party's top priorities.
Democrats planned to force equal the $170 billion some
other votes on programs they economists say the government
traditionally defend before the would save from the lower interSenate approves the budget. est rates and extra economic
probably Wednesday. But they activity passage of such a plan
conceded that their amendment would generate. The defeated
protecting Medicare and Medi- Democratic amendment would
have reduced the size of that pot
caid was their best chance.
"I think the die is cast." said of money by SIO0 billion.
Sen. James Exon of Nebraska.
The only Democrat to oppose
the Budget Committee's senior
Democrat. "I think the best case the measure protecting Medicare and Medicaid was Sen. Bob
has been made."
There will be GOP amend-. Kerrey. D-Neh.. while Sen. Jim
ments. too. The Senate is ex-'Jeffords, R-Vt.. was the sole GOP
pected to reject one by Sen. Phil defector. Sens.'Lauch Faircloth,
Gramm. R-Texas, adding tax R-N.C.. and Gramm missed the
"tits to the measure similar to vote.
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Ginger Philpot and her 7-year-old son, Larkin, acted out the book
"Befana- by Anne Rockwell for Southwest fifth graders.

Students In Anita Harpers class at North Elementary studied how
objects change. They are pictured with the obiects they observed.

Willie Farless, librarian at Murray Elementary Schooi.
on birds by making four different kinds of birdfeeders fc.'g tLe
to take home Pictured are students In a P2 enrichment ;77:4
dents advanced In reading and research.

sv
Southwest fifth graders recently celebrated Law Day, Attorney Randall
Hutchens spoke to the students about both state and national laws.
Pictured are Jason Linn, Hutchens and Ben Williams.

While studying measurement- tn -Sheita Cooper's class at East Elementary, Adam Moore, Brad Colson and Scott Cook work together- to fnc .
the length of the sidewalk.

e
•
In W:ILe F.-gloss' library, Mr Feather's Friends are making Br g T't
to Go at their "Fast Food Diner.- Please remember to feed the

Students In Sandy Tinsley's class at Southwest Elementary have been
studying the ocean. Jason Cirrincione, Matt Gingles, Katie Ashby and
Manda Causey work together to measure and weigh seashells.
Dusty Spears, a student In Sheila Coopers class at East Elementary
puts the finishing touches on his desert diaroma

it
Sandy Linn, youth services director of the Calloway CcrL
Library. invited Willie Farless and the P3 students at East
a "Coming of Age- party. They each received their orin
card at age 7. The children heard a story. toured the
enjoyed refreshments. Farless was presented flowers and th..
Caldecott books with her name Inscribed to honor her rEi!!
year.

e ,
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'
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Children In Karen Falwell's class practice their graphing skills by sorting M & Ms by colors and placing them on their color graph.
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Calloway County Middle School Traditional 7 students are pictured
working in their green house Students are taught how to germinate
and merchandise their products. These plants are now on sale and can
be ordered from students or by calling the school at 753-4182 Plants
include Jet Star and Better Boy tomatoes. red white and blue-petunias.
impatients, salvia, marigolds and California Wonder peppers All plants
are selling three for $t

401101ir

IIIINManso14141kkg*

Scott Shupe of the Woods and Wetlands Wildlife Center in Cadiz "prr.sented a Birds of Prey Program tor Willie Farless and her sturIonis •
conjunction with National Library Week.
s
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Kathy Cohen of the Calloway County Humane Society visited preschool
students In Amy Baker's class. The children collected two boxes of cat
and dog food to donate to the shelter
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FROM OUR READERS
Family thanks community
Dear Editor
There is a story of a little girl who got home from visiting her friend later
than her mother had expected. When her mother asked the reason for the
delay, the little girl said, "I was helping Jane. Her doll broke." The mother
asked,"Did you help her fix it?" The child said,"No. It couldn't be fixed. I
helped her cry."
We want to say thank you to each of you in this kind and compassionate
community. You have helped us cry in so many ways. We have received
over 800 sympathy cards and approximately 100 personal letters. Two
months have gone by,and there has not been a single day that someone has
not expressed concern for us. Some of you have given yourselves which is
the greatest gift of all. Many of you have written or called to tell us what
Ginger meant to you in your life. We are so grateful to you for sharing with
us.
Donations to the scholarship fund at Murray State are approaching
$20,000. These expressions of concern have come from all over the
country, many from people we do not know. More donations have been
made to our church, AOPi,and other organizations. Weknow the recipients
of these expressions of love will benefit for years to come.
Even a tragedy has its blessings. Thank you and please continue to
remember our family in our thoughts and prayers.
Hank and Joanna Adams
Scott and Gaye Adams
Andy and Tammy Adams
Route 7 Box 814, Murray, Ky. 42071

•

Sundays in the country
Sunday drivers. My father hated
them on any day of the week. They
slowed him down. To him, getting
in the car meant you were going
somewhere, that you had a destination. The purpose was to get from
point A to point B, not to lollygag
around oohing and ahing over the
scenery. If you wanted to enjoy
landscapes, he contended, then you
should go to a museum, not get in
the car and drive everyone behind
you crazy.
Daddy's position on Sunday drivers was well known to every member of our gamily by the time they
were old enough to use a fork. I
imagine my mother became aware
of his opinion when the two started
courting. Nevertheless, for some
reason that escapes me even now,
my mother insisted that my father
take us on leisurely drives in what
she called "the country," every
Sunday for about a year of my
childhood.
Perhaps it was those women's
magazines she read, with their
perky suggestions on improving
family relations. Or maybe it was
what we saw on television —
situation comedies where two
cheerful parents and their dimpled
progeny piled into the station wagon for an affectionate and spirited
weekend outing. Our sojourns were
nothing like those fantasies; in fact,
the only similarity my parents

shared with Ozzie and Harriet was
that they never slept in the same bed
either. But that's another story.
Anyhow, anyone could see that
we weren't like the other families
that took Sunday drives. In those
cars, the father's arm often stretched
across the front seat to rest gently on
the mother's shoulder. They would
be laughing and singing, and occasionally one or both of them would
.smile toward the back seat, where
the happy children played word
games or looked for vehicles with
license plates from Alaska and
Wyoming.
We took our drives in strained
silence. Mother and Daddy sat
stiffly on opposite sides of the front
seat, with me between them as a
buffer. My father wore a suit and a
hat, like he was on the way to the
office. Mother wore a dress, hat,
and white gloves, something she
might wear to a funeral. I wore my
church clothes, and mutely amused
myself by trying to catch the reflec-

tion of my ruffled petticoat in the
shiny surface of my patent leather
shoes.
For my city-bred parents, the
"country" was anyplace without
traffic lights or taxis. Our Sunday
rides took us through our own
suburban town, with its picket
fences and carefully trimmed lawns,
into Plainfield, a small, old city
whose main street was lined with
mansions that had mostly been
converted to doctors' offices by the
time I was seven or eight.
From Park Avenue, we crossed
Route 2, the demarcation line to the
"country." Once across the highway we were out of the city for sure.
The first landmark was the quaint
Washington Inn, one of the many
resting places of our first president
during the cruelest winter of the
Revolutionary War, when his
trooper bivouacked in nearby Morristown.
Following that winding road
through small hills and knolls,every
once in a while we saw a cow

languishing contentedly in a field.
And there were actually some
farms, barns and all. One of them
was a chicken farm that boasted a
country store on the premises.
Every Sunday of the year we took
rides, we stopped at that store so my
mother and father could inspect the
merchandise. There were always
terse discussions about the fresh
chickens that hung like traitors from
shiny hooks,but in the end we never
bought one.
Mostly we purchased a dozen
eggs, the kind that were tan, like
toast or my older sister's beige high
heels. These were country eggs,
fresher than anything we could get
at the grocery store at home. Or so
my parents said.
Often, my mother also bought
frozen chicken pot pies, and that's
what I remember most. The crusts
were perfectly fluted, and inside the
creamy white gravy was studded
with pale chunks of chicken.
Glimpses of orange and green were
due to the few carrots and peas that
were tucked into the mix.
On nights when my father did not
come home, my mother popped one
of the chicken pot pies into the oven
and served it to me for dinner. I
always liked the idea of the tiny
aliminum dish, an individual serving sized just right for me, and
eating the evidence of those murderous rides in the "country."
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Grandfather praises day care
Dear Editor:
I have on this day (Thursday) had an experience that I will always
remember. I went to Apple Tree School to pick up my granddaughter when
the storm hiL I was very impressed by the way Miss Linda and her teachers
were handling the children. There was a terrible wind,large hail and heavy
rain.
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Miss Linda had all the children lying on the floor covered with quilts and
blankets. All 38 children were in a secure position, but many of the children
were scared and many were crying. A lot of parents came to pick up their
children. There was quite ajam,but we turned a frightful situation into a fun
time. We all sang "Ole McDonald" until we ran out of animals,then I sang
"Three Little Fishes In a Liddle Pitty Pool." I even danced to the tune. None
of the young people had ever heard of the song, but we got the children
quiet. When Miss Linda and I ran out of songs, the wind became quiet, the
hail ceased and the rain began to stop.

CATC1-1
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We all began to take our children home. After an afternoon of fear and
fun. I went home and thanked God for people like Miss Linda and her staff
at Apple Tree School for teaching our children the things to do to protect
themselves during a time of potential disasters. I feel now like they will be
protected when there is a need for it.
Hal K. Kingins
1105 S. 16th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
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Reader asks for sirens
Dear Editor:
In the early 70's, a tornado ripped through the town of Xenia, Ohio
causing major destruction. The town is located in southwestern Ohio,
not far from Cincinnati. In May of this year, many tornadoes ran through
parts of Kentucky, TennessPe and other states. Tennessee had three
deaths caused by tornadoes.
Tornadoes occur throughout the country,and many occur in our area.
The Severe Local Storms Center at Kansas City watches for conditions
that may produce tornadoes or other severe local storms.
We can never be sure when a tornado or severe weather might hit OW
town or kill our families. Therefore, it is important to be as well warned
as we possibly can.
As I grew up in Cincinnati, the weather service took great care to warn
us of the possibility of severe weather. During a severe storm, usually
before it hit our area, the sirens on top of the many buildings in the
greater Cincinnati area sounded. This gave us time to turn on the radio or
TV and find out what was going on. It gave our schools time to gather the
students and place them in a safe area. To have a tornado warning,there
did not have to be an actual tornado on the ground hitting buildings and
killing people before the National Weather Service issued its warnings.
All that had to happen was that the conditions were right for a tornado
and that some radar had spotted what looked like a tornado on the radar.
I do not know what our local government services are waiting for
before they issue a warning. Do they need to see first hand the death and
destruction that can be caused by a tornado or severe weather before they
issue a warning. I happened to be watching The Weather Channel when
we had our last set of storms. The Severe Storms Center in Kansas City
issued a severe storm warning for our area. There were no sirens blaring
outside. Have they been disconnected? There were a couple of possible
sightings of tornadoes in Graves County and one in Cadiz, but still, there
was silence.
I think it is time to enact a regularly scheduled testing system and a
new warning policy. It is my suggestion that testing should be done the
first Wednesday of each month at noon. Let the sirens blare for a couple
of minutes and then send the all clear signal. Teach the students what the
warning siren and all clear siren sound like.
For warning purposes, warn us when there is a severe storm or the
"likelihood" of a tornado. Let the Severe Storms Forecasting Center do
its job by telling us when they believe the weather to be threatening.
Follow their lead and sound the sirens when they give us these warnings.
It is much better to be a little annoyed at the noise than to be unable to
hear it at all.
Brad Kessler
516 Broad Street, Murray Ky.

Defense lawyers tacklejob
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Back
when criminal defense lawyer
Richard "Racehorse" Haynes
represented a grand dragon of the
Ku Klux Klan, he liked to call his
client by the nickname "super
lizard."
That annoyed the client. But
Haynes' defense of a Klan leader
provoked a stronger response
from some members of the public: They sent him hate mail.
Haynes and his colleagues say
that just goes with the territory.
Gerry Spence, a prominent
Wyoming trial attorney, calls
criminal defense lawyers "the
few and the hated" because
theirs is the unpopular job of representing people accused of terrible crimes.
In the months ahead, it may be
especially true for Stephen Jones,
the new court-appointed lawyer
for Oklahoma bombing suspect
Timothy McVeigh.
"I recognize that I am not the
most popular person in Oklahoma," Jones said this week. But
he added, "We honor the memory of the victims by granting the
accused effective assistance of
counsel, due process, a vigorous
defense And trial by jury, not
hysteria."

And that's an essential part of
the criminal justice system.
"The real goal of the criminal
defense lawyer is to keep the system honest," said Howard Weitzman of Los Angeles. "It's to protect the people we represent from
being wrongfully convicted."
Haynes, Spence and Weitzman
are among the top defense
lawyers who offered their colleagues inside tips on how to get
the job done at a recent New
York seminar sponsored by the
National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers.
There were the usual war stories. Albert Krieger of Miami,
who defended convicted mob
boss John Gotti, described one
trial in which a lawyer told jurors
a defendant was innocent until
proven guilty.
"There'll be none of that in
this courtroom," the judge
snapped.
And some sessions were mainly for fun.
Roy Black of Miami gave a
tongue-in-cheek fashion review
of O.J. Simpson's defense team
— Johnnie Cochran's "magnificent' colorful necktie and Peter
Neufcld's suit "from the Scars &
Roebuck catalogue."
But Black's point was this
"You can get a lot more in the

courtroom with some drama ...
and some saleability than some
dry legal discussion that will put
everybody to sleep."
And whatever anyone thinks
about the Simpson prosecutors,
their charts and video presentations have been a magnificent
illustration of their case, said
Black, who successfully defended
William Kennedy Smith against a
rape charge.
To win in court, an attorney
must present a coherent defense
theory — something for which
many lawyers gave low marks to
Simpson's defense team.
Attorneys also must remember
to speak plain English to jurors
who may not understand legal
and technical terms.
Expert witnesses hired by prosecutors can be a special problem
for underfunded defense lawyers.
Michael E. Tigar of Austin, Texas, defined an expert witness as
"someone who wasn't there but
for a fee will gladly imagine what
it must have been like."
The idea, Tigar said, is to
come up with your own theory
and try to get the prosecution's
expert to admit that it is consistent with the physical evidence.
If all else fails, there always is
"jury nullification" --- persuading at least some jurors to vote

for acquittal simply because they
disagree with the law.
Because jurors are sworn to
uphold the law, attorneys cannot
openly urge them to override it.
But Tony Serra of San Francisco
said lawyers sometimes can get
the result they seek by expressing
moral outrage, particularly in
cases involving self-defense, government informants or claims that
the defendant was entrapped.
"These are the cases where
you bring Shakespeare into the
court," Serra advised. "The
beauty of the jury is their morality. Tap into it."
And one of a defense lawyer's
most important jobs is to humanize the defendant in front of the
jury.
"From the moment you walk
into the courtroom you are the
defendant's only friend," Tigar
said.
"Seize the defendant, grab
hold of the defendant and underscore the defendant's humanity,"
added Michael Kennedy of New
York. "If you're embarrassed
about it, find another line of
work."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Laurie
Asseo covers the Supreme
Court and legal issues for The
Associated Press.
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Mr. and Mrs. C.R. Avery

an(1.1/rs. Glenn Warren

Local couple will be Area couple will be
married for 61 years filed on anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. C.R. Avery Will observe their 61st wedding anmser
sary on Saturday. May 27. No formal celebration is planned
The couple was' married May 27, 1014, in Ilalls. ferin. Their A lIcn :dant; were Mrs. Hi_ Carter and Margie Cartel
Avery, the former Rebecca Wells, is the daughter ol the laic
Dee, Wells and Neahe Wells.
Mr. Avery is the son of the late T.G. Avery and Minnie Hawkins
Avery.
The couple has two daughters, Mrs. Martha Nell Nprsworths and
husband. Jerry, of Murray and Mrs. Linda Lee Lester and husband.
Clinton. New Concord: and one son, William C. Avery and site. Del
Pegram, Tenn.
'their three granddaughters are Becky Avery, Paula Bradshas. and
the late - Carol Lultruan. Two great-grandsons are Dusts Avers and
Joshua Bradshaw.
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Anne Adams, right, Is pictured being welcomed back to services at
First Presbyterian Church, Murray, after a long absence due to the II'ness'irid death of family members. Pictured at left are Kathie Fleming
and Terry Foreman with Doris Long and Pat Clement In the background
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Free transportation available
Calloway Counhans'tor Patton-Henry will provide a tree "Motor
Voter- shutter service to voters of all candidates who need a ride to
the polls on Election Day, Tuesday, May 2.A. This will bc trom
a.m. to S:10 p in To request a ride, call 'SA 6411 on Election lias
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Folk Dancing on Wednesday
International Folk Dancing will he Wednesday, !stay 21 ar
at Fellowship II.jll, First Presbyterian Church. I his is open io
interested persons
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Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Pubh, I
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Linn. youth services direk.tor tor the library. Parents and NW. .1r
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Murray Country Club will have its monthly Ladies Night (hit
Tuest1,1. May 21. A six rat hour v.111 start at 6 p.m with dinner at
p iii
in, dinner is open to all members and their out
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JONESBORO, Ark — Charles Cunningham.
who spent two seasons on Steve Newton's Murray
State basketball staff and was instrumental in signIng Popeye Jones, will join first-year coach Dickey
Nun at Arkansas State

II BASEBALL: Regional tournanent Marshall Co
Murray vs Fulton Co — 130 pm

Calloway cuts up Hickman 6-1
Waller's bomb sets up
rematch with St. Mary
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

FIRST REGION TOURNAMENT
at Marshal! County

DRAFFENV1LLE — Coming
TODAY
off of last year's First Region
Forst Round
runner-up campaign. Calickway
Murray High vs Fulton Co , 1 30
County is brimming with confiWEDNESDAY
Semifinals
dence and dripping with
Calloway Co vs St Mary, 1 30
experience.
Murray Fulton winner vs GravesAll of which may cause' roach
Lone Oak winner
Eddie Morris to break an alumiTHURSDAY
num bat over his head before this
Champronshop Game
Semifinal winners, TBA
year's regional tournament is
over.
definejly say they're more
dropped to 7-11.
relaxed," Morris said after the
"It wasn't a pretty win, but it
Lakers advanced to the semifinals
was a win," Morris said. "As
'with Monday's 6-1 win over long as you're up 1-0 at the end
Hickman County. "They're just of the game you're all right. But
confident they can score runs. At
we're going to have to play better
the end of the third inning I'm -on - Wednesday."
getting a little nervous and
Waller, who got the start,
they're cuttin' up. Then we come
threw a four-inning no-hitter- to
out and. Bang, start hiding the
pick up the win. Jay Paul Hernball."
don relieved in the fifth and
Senior Sean Waller, who was
Brent Anderson closed out the
;-for-4 on the day, led off the game in the sixth and seventh.
-fourth inning %kith a solo homer
Hickman managed only two
to left field which put Calloway
hyts for the game and Moms said
up 2-0 and woke up the Laker the decision was made before the
bats. game to use all three pitchers.
Calloway. pounding out 10
"We talked about throwing
hits, will meet defending regional some of our younger guys, but
champion St. Mary in Wednes- this club (Hickman), from talking
day's tirst semifinal game at to people, can score runs with
Marshall County High School. one swing of the bat," Morris
beginning at 1:30. St. Mary said of the Falcon offense. "We
defeated Calloway in last year's
wanted to come out and nail
final
.
them. Now, we'v.e got enough
Calloway improved to 19-9
with the win while Hickman •See Page 7
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8 Times photo

Calloway County's Josh McKeel is tagged out at the plate early on in Monday's First Region tournament game at Marshall County while Laker
Sam Arnett watches the play.

Imbalance of Power
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Reidland storms past Calloway 20-0
By MARK YOUNG
Stall Writer

since Calloway asked to stop the
start baseball with the little ones,
game in the fifth inning. With the
and you wouldn't walk in here
victory, the Lady Greyhounds for a baseball game havininever
DRAFFENVILLE
It didn't
improved to 25-2.
played before."
take long Monday to see where
"That first inning took the
After Calloway went down in
the dominance in First Region
wind oijA of all of our sails," Cal- order to start the game, Reidland
fast-pitch softball lies, at least for
loway coach Tommy Greer said. opened its half of the first inning
now.
with three straight walks from
Reidland, which had been "We gave up seven walks and
had three errors in that first
Molly - Wisehart. Kelly Connor
ranked No. 1 in the state earlier
inning and we let a hit go all the then sent a hit into the outfield,
in the season, left no • doubts
way to the knee for three runs." but the ball got past Lady Laker
about McCracken County's
Calloway, which was the reg- center fielder Heidi Wilson and
standing in the first year of fastional runner-up last season in
pitch as the Lady Greyhounds
went all the way to - the fence,
slow-pitch, found a world of dif- allowing three runs to score.
crushed Calloway County 20-0 in
the First Region tournament at ference in the fast-pitch game
After another walk, a routine
this year. Greer attributes that to grounder by Lea Ann Dean to
Marshall County, ending the
:no summer fast-pitch play in Cal- third resulted in an error on the
Lady Lakers' season at 5-11.
Reidland, which took a 12-0 loway County, something throw to first, allowing two more
McCracken Cbunty has had for runs to score. Another error and a
lead after one inning and held
several years.
Calloway to just one hit. will
single by Crystal Davidson made
"YOu've got to stari-k-i&'----tr---6-0-before the__ first out was
officially take a 1-0 forfeit win
young with this game. especially recorded.
with pitching and catching," he
After another run on an infield
Calloway pitcher Molly Wisehan, left, said,
noting that Calloway again hit and a walk, Reidland began to
just misses a tag at home plate in
will .not of
fast-pitch softball
Monday's loss.
in its leagues this summer. "You
MI See Page 7
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SAN ANTONIO AP) — After
at: the misfiring. all the fouls and
ah the frustration of round one of
the haul(' of Texas. Robert Horry
made his only basket of the night
Mondav and the Houston Rock .'t. had a94
sictory over San

Antonio.
And the Spurs had Dennis
Rodman trouble yet again.
The improbable Rockets, playing their 11th game in 20 days,
took a 1-0 lead in the best-of-7
Western Conference finals and
stole the homecourt advantage
from the Spurs, who had earned

it throughout the playolts with
tht beg - record_ in the 'NBA.
The Rockets went more than
two minutes without a field goal
until Horry:, who was 0-for-4 to
that point, hit an open Di-looter
with 6.5 seconds to play
"Incredible shot," Houston's
Clyde Drexler said. "He didn't
Ahros.1..""•.• no.
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Wednesday-seniors night! Buy one get one free!!

Thursday Night-All You Can Eat' Popcorn Shrimp .5.95
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
8.95
..
Saturday
aturday
Seafood
Night-Our
Famous
Buffet
8.95
_
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the defending champions continued their surprising maiCh
through the playoffs after winding up the fifth seed in the West.
David Robinson was 1 -for-11
from the field through three quarters but scored' 12 in the final
period..However, he missed one
of two free throws with 46 sec-

onds left, then Elliott missed two
more with 26.6 seconds to go to
leave the door open for the
Rockets.
Hake= Olajuwon scored 27
despite late foul trouble, and
Drexler played excellently with
25 points and 12 rebounds.

woo. Iii.lw.•••-•••-•a.

0,
'
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ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED

look like he wanted to shoot it
when be shOt -it."
Sean Elliott. who led the Spurs
with 24 points, missed two free
throws -with 26.6 seconds to go
and his shot from the lane with
two seconds to go bounced off
the rim.
Houston got the rebound and

Om Cat 4 pot

opopo,

I
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We Feature Name Brand Tires .
Made in the U.S.A.
Laramie • Remington
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Horry's lone deuce sinks Spurs in Game 1
By BOB BAUM
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Tao Kwon Do

Sports Briefs

"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!'

LOCAL GOLF
Call Today! For Trial Grogram

Racer Classic tournament June 6

'
I
r VI /A'
IRK lica

The annual Racer Classik, a si6nan s. iambic pill toll Ma
ment which benefits Murray State athletics, is set lor 1 Lies
day. June 6 at Miller Memorial Colt Course
This year's tournament features a new format with te
times at both 8 a.m. and 1 . 40 p m., with a shotgun start at
both times. All afternoon tee times have already been
reserved, but plenty of morning tee tunes are available
Entry fee is $50, and includes cart rental. green Ices and
lunch. Prizes will be awarded to the 1st, 2nd. 3rd. 6th. 10th.
15th and last place team. An optional $16 entrs fee for
hole-in-one, closest-to-the-pin, long &Ise and putting contest
will also be available.
For more information, contact Bill Rayburn in the MSU
ssio
Development office at (5021 7h2 17;8 or

(502) 753-6111
1113 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Support our local hospital

!KW

PARK LEAGUE H

Calloway County's Sean Waller is greeted at home by his Laker teammates after his fourth inning solo home run Monday. Calloway downed
Hickman County 6-1 at Draffenville to move into Wednesday's semiti•
nals against St. Mary.

FROM PAGE 6
pitching tor the next game."
Waller struck out six and
walked one on the day and
improved to 9-2 on the season.
"The key was to get ahead of
the hitters," Waller said. "If you
get ahead you usually win. When
you walk the leadoff hitter
they're going to score, it seems
like everytime.Walk-r—k-ept Hickman chained
to the plate until the Laker
offense got out of the box.
Calloway manufactured a I -0
lead in the first when Brent
Anderson led oil the game with a
walk and scored on a Herndon
sacrifice- fly to center.
Hickman pitcher Josh Samples
blanked the Lakers until Waller
stepped to the plate in thnourth.
Waller's 380-foot Nast just
over the left -field foul pole ended
up in the large trees that proiect
an old one
schoolhouse.
"It was a lastball right over the
plate," Waller said of his third
homer of the season. "I watched
it all the way because I knew it
was going to be close. But when

SUNDAY:
• Owen's Food Market 14, Breaktime Billiards 10: (Owen's)
Mario Lawrence HR. 2B, Chris Owen 2 113, Lucas Mathis 313. Chris
Cobb 1B. (Breaktime) Chris Swift 28. Matthew Morris 111 SATURDAY:
• Owen** Food Market 2, Underhill Motors 2, tie: (Owen's) Mar•
io Lawrence 2 18, Jesse Turner 2B. Lucas Mathis 16 (Underhill)
Edward Baust 2B. 1B, Clay Carman 213. lach Reeder 1E3
FRIDAY:
• Lee Marine 7, Paglial's 7, tie: (Lee Marine) Josh Duncan 2B,
Wes Claiborne 2B, Steven Parker 28, Chase Duncan 2 1B
(Pagliai's) Dylan Volp 213, Austin Swain 113. Matt Gingels 1B. Yannick
Jones 2 1B
LOCAL SOFTB-ALL

MIDDLE DIVISION
MONDAY:
• Donny Boyd Motors 16, Dennison-Hunt 0: (Donny Boyd
Motors) Wendy Logan Grand Slam, 2 113, Maria Ray 2 113, Mallary
France 2-1B (Dennison-Hunt) Laura Darnell hits. Sarah Ouerterm
ous hits.
• Dennison-Hunt 16, Sonic 15: (Dennison Hunt) Jennifer Perlow
4 hits; Joy Nolcox 4 hits; Alexina Charette 3 hits (Sonic) Lashanda
Scott 2-HR, 38; Tiffany Beane 3 hits. Valerie Bumpos 2 hits.
• Peoples Bank 12, Higgins Excavating 6: (Peoples Bank)
Kacee Stonecipher 3 hits; Whitney Ragsdale 3 hits, Abby Jonas 3
hits; Tiffany Rogers HR, 2 1B. (Higgins) Amberly Paschall 3 has;
Amy Richerson 3 hits: Rebekah 1 ravis 2 hits

it went over the fence I knew it
was fair."
Calloway made it 4-0 in the
sixth when Waller led off the
inning with a double, tie scored
on Scott Earwood•s double. Sam
Arnett squeeied home ['Arwood
from third.
Calloway plated two more in
the seventh on singles by Hein
don, McKeel and Arnett.
Trailing 6-0, Hickman finally
got on the board when Anderson
walked the bases loaded and
walked -home the Falcons' only
run.
Earwood and catcher Josh
McKeel each had two hits for the
Lakers.
Calloway defeated St. Mary in
both head-to-head meetings this
season. St. Mary, which upset
Rcidland 9-7 in Monday's second
game, is led by powerful senior
third baseman Chris Haas.
Tabbed as one of the top 25 high
school players in the . country.
Haas has already signed to play
college baseball at Ole Miss.
Morris said St. Mary is likely
to see all three Calloway starters.
-"At this point, everyone's
pitching well for us," said
Morris.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

LOWER DIVISION
Walter's Pharmacy 20, Furches Farms 15: Matter
Jessica
Geir HR, Kaylee Ligon HR (Furchte,) Christie Stalk, 213, I B. Sarah
Lorey 28

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR

•

IIF Mill • I II I

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

•Lady Lakers...

Make a Difference.
Support Your United Way.

Support

* * ***** * * * * * * * *

For Your Convenience Now Offers

•Lakers...

KENTUCKY LEAGUE

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES

single and scored one out later on
a triple by Alicia Hite. Hite and
Andrea Brooks both scored on
pass halls, and a sihgle from
Heather Bryant brought in two
inure rims to make it 1S-0. Dean,
v.110 had walked, scored on a- sacrilice and Bryant came home on a
single by Wren to close out the
scoring.
Reidland tallied eight hits on
atithr,,,k--3rkarrtage- of t-2
walk's and four errors by
Calloway.
"An)time you walk 12 hatterS',
it will kill you. Greer said. "But
lour ,weeks ago I moved Molly
Wisehart up to our No. 1 pthher
hecause she's the most
,:onsistent.
"When you took at Reidland,
they'se got good pitching and
the waited at the plate and got
the kill they wanted to hit,"
Greer added. "I think they're the
team to heat in this tournament.

Itifit,str,s1 lid • Murray • 163 1111
rivr,or•
(4..tirun Melvin 4, (..wrraki Hr,yrt

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

• West Ky. Vision Center 15, Taylor Bus 11: (WKVC)-Matthew
Schwartz 3 hits; Brad Warner 3 hits. Andrew Taylor 3 hits. HR. Grant
Fridy 3 hits; Lucas Stone 3 hits, Hugh Rollins 2 hits: Tommy Fridy 2
hits-. (Taylor Bus) Bryan Nixon 4 hits: Roger Lay 3 hits, James John
son 3 hits; Jaied Tabers 2 hits. Larkin Philpot 2 hits. Troy Lewis 2
hits; Evan Rogers 2 hits.
• Mr. Gatti's 9, Oakwood Studio 0:(Mr Gatti's) Scott Brooks 18,
Austin Smith 2B, Brandon Elkins 2-1B. Frank Virant1B. Domingue
Hudspeth 2B: Clint Johnson 18; James Ouertermous 2-1B (Oak
wood) Jordon Kelleher 18; Courtney Starks 18

score on several pitches that
either went in the dirt or hit home
plate and went to the backstop.
Four more Lady Hounds crossed
the plate on passed balk to make
it 11-0 with one Out. Reidland's
last first-inning run came on a
sacrifice illy.
"The errors we were making
were-more -mental-than. anything:
our players were forgetting what
to do if the ball was . hit, and
instead they were hoping our
pitcher would throw a strike,"
Greer said.
Linda Stubblefield led oft Calloway's second inning with the
Lady Lakers' only hit of the
game, a single to center. But the
next three batters were set down
in order by Rcidland pitcher.Jenniter Wren, sending the Lady
Hounds back to bat.
Rcidland threatened another
big inning in the second, loading
the bases with one out,-but -managed only one more run, making
it 134
That score remained until the fourth. Wren led off with a bloop

WAREHOUSE TIRE

MARX YOUNGLedger & Imes

MONDAY:
• Murray Supply 17, Taylor BUS 7: (Murray Supply) Kyle Wade 2
18, 28, Corey Smith 3 18, Taylor Houston 2 28. 2 1B. Zachary Baker 2 2B, 2 1B. Trevor Webb 4 1B. Aaron Stevens 2 1B. Chad Duncan
2 18, 2B; Tyler Guess 2 1B. 213. Kyle Harper 2 1B (Taylor Bus) Troy
Lewis HR, 2 113; Roger Lay 2 1B. Brian Nikon 2 1B
SATURDAY:
• Murray Supply 11, Steiner Appraisal 8: (Murray Supply) Kyle
Wade 28, 1B: Corey Smith 2 2B, 18, Taylor Houton 2 18. Zachary
Baker 3 113; Aaron Stevens 2 18. Chad Duncan 3 1B. Micah Rayburn
2 113; Tyler Guess 2 113; Kyle Harper 2 1B (Steiner) Butterworth 2
1B. Erwin 3 1B. Bumphus 28, 2 1B, Lake 2. 18, 213, Bartlett 2 1E3

FROM PAGE 6
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YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
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Team 'Gross 1 31 al Chicago (Alvarez 1.21 705
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05 p
New bit 11.0111 0•01 at Callorma ;Finer/ 0-41
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Bee more al Oakland 935 pm
Now York at Cardona* 0 35 pm
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San Diego at Montreal 635 pm
San Francisco Si PNiadtklphra 6 35
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UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

UPS'

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 1 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Hwy. 641

N. Olympic Plaza
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Berm BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY.•(102)1744330
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Campletely liecesd, Indian; Concrete Rears,
Net Poi P.CarporKd Suit Al OtrIN, dooldils

A. ,C" concrete leer
reiniorced
wire mesh
I. la" looting
C. Polyunitiono
under concrete
0. Andwr bolts
in concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
I
P. 01 surds, IF QC.
G. rh." Mendez
undsrskrog
M lassoes* wood or vinyl siding

Wo otter

j

I. SoN-supporting
irinood faders 2 *.
0.C.
J. ,rt" plywood
docking
0
K. Sod down shinolos
L Ovottong corded
N.Choortroad odd
door
It SSW who, dew
O. Zo4 Inds
slarrinullt caroms/
P. 2x10 headers
G. 4s4 rabid cost

C

FREE Estimate, References and Location
ln Your Ana and Written warranty.
III0C1619
Siding

you:
Gar

Hardboard

CAR (12120)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (72x22)
21/1 CAR (24124)
/
1
2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 2

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

OAS
$4.110
261.2211
$4,923
$SA=

of

Ph CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (11140)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2% CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,ir CAR (24x30)

summits
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Call 753-9500

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
()01 Sycamore., Murray

753-8355
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GOAL

You Can Get Free Treatment
For Muscle Pain...

Shoal us
(;irdlcs

Quadriceps

Clinical Research, Inc.
111Ctii„1'. 11
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$5223

YOUR SATISFACTION IS CHAR

Save two ways with our
Auto/Home Discount.
Insure bolli %our car and home %% Oh quality Grange '
cos erate and pav lower rates on both policies.
wav also qualiLy for discounts on boats and
other personal property. Plus, 1'011'11 have the
r UI 1519iience of working with just one insurance
INSURANCE
dgvril (*all or visiims won so we can tell you more

S4.025
14.725
$5.125

,1r
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753_5731 or (800)445-0992
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TUESDAY, MAY 23, 1995

Cockleburs pose problems for animals

COMING JULY 1995
5 SPECIAL SECTIONS
••• including •••

The spring weather condition's
have been favorable for sprouting of
cockleburs and the development of
the toxic cocklebur seedlings.
Cattle usually do not consume
adult cocklebur plants, but they do
relish the seedlings when they are in
the two and four leaf stage. Dr.
Wade Kadel, director of Murray
State University's Breathitt Veterinary Center. says that this period of
development is also when the plants
are in their most toxic stage.
Cocklebur intoxication was diagnosed from several cattle farms by
the Breathitt Veterinary Center says
that this period of development is
also when the plants are in their
most toxic stage.
Cocklebur intoxication was diagnosed from several cattle farms by
the Breathitt Veterinary Center
(BVC) this spring. The plants arc
now out of the two and four leaf
stage, yet animals will consume
immature plants if they have nothing else on which to feed.
Cocklebur seedlings are usually
confined to small areas within pastures or in certain areas along fence
lines. The seedlings are usually not
dispersed throughout pastures. Cattlemen are encouraged to destroy

• Industry, Agriculture & Health Care
(Deadline: May 31)

• Education, Government & Civic
Organizations (Deadline: May 31)
• Tourism, Lifestyles & Recreation
(Deadline: June 12)

• Business I (Deadline: June 12)
• Business II (Deadline: June 29)

We are pleased to
announce that Sarah
bride-efeet of
Craig Jones,,has'node
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Sarah and Craig,
will be married June
17, 1995.

patches of cocklebur seedlings or
prevent access of cattle to the young
plants.
The clinical signs of cocklebur
poisoning have the following sequence: depression, weakness, opisthotonos, paddlings, recumbency.
convulsions,coma and death. Close
examination of animals will reveal
icterus, a yellow tinge to membranes around the eye and mouth.
The prognosis for cattle,hogs and

chickens suffering cocklebur poisoning is always poor. There is no
specific antidotal treatment.
Persons having animals suspected of dying due to cocklebur
poisoning should consult their local
veterinarian. Confirmation of cocklebur poisoning can be obtained by
submiuing a moribund animal, a
dead animal, rumen content or
cocklebur plants to the Breathitt
Veterinary Center in Flopkinsville.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Precision Defense
king of diamonds or ace of clubs,but
surely not both. You therefore can't
reasonably hope to stop four spades
unless West's lead is a singleton.
Once You've come this far and
realize that a heart return is mandatory, you must decide which heart to
return. It may not seem important
whether you lead the deuce,three or
ten, but actually your choice is ceu
cial. This is because you want West
to lead a diamond if, as you hope, he
ruffs the heart return.
At trick two, therefore, you
should lead the tend hearts, a suitpreference signal directing partner
to return the higher-ranking of the
two remaining side suits. (If you
held the ace of clubs instead of the
ace of diamonds, you would have led
the deuce of hearts to direct a club
return.)
When %Vest ruffs the heart and
Let's say you're East and part- leads a diamond to your ace, you
ner leads the nine of hearts against play another heart, and West ruffs
four spades 1)ecl arer plays the queen again to defeat the contract
Without the suit-preference sig
from dummy, which you win with
your ace. What would you play next?. nal. West would have no .way of
It is obvious you can't expect to knowing whether to return a din
beat the contract on high cards alone. mond or a club'at trick three. In the
Dummy's 14 points and your 10, actual deal, if West returned a club.
added to those indicated by South's South would make the contract, losopening bid, don't leave much for ing only a heart, a heart ruff and a
partner to hold. He may have the diamond.
Tomorrow: Early bird catches the worm

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
'A J 853
V K Q 86
•J 8
4K 6
EAST
WEST
47
462
V. A 1032
V9
• A Q 95
• 10 7 6 4 2
+7542
SOUTH
4 K Q I0 9 4
V .1 7 54
•
• K :3
•A Q
The bidding:
Mirth' East'
South West
PASS _
34
I'ass
14
4
Opening lead - nine of hearts.
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"We would like to thank all those businesses
who participated in our 1994 Community
Portrait. We lookforward to seeing you again
and invite all new businesses to be a part of
this comprehensive overall view of our business community."
Mary Ann Orr
Advertising Manager

WE WANT YOU TO BE A PART OF
OUR NEWS CONTENT IN OUR
1995 COMMUNITY PORTRAIT.
When you place a 20" ad or larger, you receive an
exclusive business brief about your business. Ask
your sales representative about this or call us at:
MARY ANN ORR FRAN FAITH
JENNIFER HALE
LORI ANDRUS

53-1916
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Murray
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We are pleased to
announce that Mary
Ann Todd, bride-elect
of Cameron Roberts:
has made her domestic
and household selec:
lions through our
dal registry.
Mary A n n
and
Cameron will be married June 10. 1995.
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BE SURE AND BE A PART OF THIS
ANNUAL SOUVENIR EDITION.
1,000 EXTRA COPIES WILL BE PRINTED
FOR YEAR-ROUND DISTRIBUTION.
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We are pleased to
announce that Nissa
Afjos, bride-elect of
Wallace, lursRon
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
-egistry..
Nissa and Ron will
be married June 3,
1995
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WOOD COMMUNICATIONS
Agent - Chris Adams
( all 753-7621 or 1-1100-4119-1792

7
9(1

.11•1.••••••

V

1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

[ VISA]

Electronic Repair &
Sound System
Installation

753-2031

MRS Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor A true
born pyschic gifted from
God 502 554 7904 call for
appointment
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza, salads
hot 'sandwiches, gyros 8
bread slicks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800 649 3804
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ANIMAL lovers needed for
weekends Sat 8 4, Sun
8 11, prefer kennel tech
experience love of animals
8 people a must Come to
Calloway County Animal
Shelter, no phone calls
please. Marilyn

106 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-1983
9-500 Mon.-Fri.

(car, home commercial)

111•,4/li t.
111,

Halo
Wanted

Murray
Shoe Repair

Audio Services

Ward Elkins
753-1713

AVON earn $8 514/1w Full
or part time No door to
door
Benefits
1 800 827 4640 IND/REP

ADMINISTRATIVE Assis
tent Large local insurance
agency seeking applicants
for the position of Admini
strahve Assistant Duties
include secretarial. recep
Don communication with
companies and clients.
scheduling appointments,
preparing proposals Skills
required excellent typing
skills good organization,
effective communcation
with others, prior know
ledge and experience with
computer applications such
as Microsoft Word. ExCel.
Power Point. etc College
degree in marketing pre
tarred but--nel—required
Submit resume to P 0 Box
427, eenton, Ky 42025
Attn lpl

WANTED.
:
JOB SHOP
MACHINIST
Must have 35 years lob
shop experience to apply
Benefits include
-Top Wages
-Paid Vacations
•io Paid Holidays
-Paid Health Insurance
For Employee & Family
-400( Retirement Plan

Mayfield Machine
& Tool, Inc.
Old Pryorsburg Rd.
Mayfield, KY
(502)247-0501
COOK experienced pre
ferred, daytime hours, full
time or part time Contact
Sharon 901 247 3205

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School-"/
OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
437-4432

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We oiler all your tobacco
firing wood needs.
Just Call

JP Wood Products
We Can Say* You Money
With The Best Prices Around
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

/ ALPINE
)ockroldrosciab.

Clarion

Tapes

CD's
Car Audio
.Sunset Boulevard %lush.

4iC ark Fit 40%. IL/ CO a CP

753-0113

DIslelend Center

toe

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

,

1

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing borne.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope ,for the fu
lure and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Ken
tucky Department for Ern
ployment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to individuals -with
disabilities

Now
accepting
employment resumes for the
position of accounting/bookkeeper for a long
time Murray business. Job is full
time and offers
numerous benefits of insurance
and others. Computer and office
experience
required. Send resume to P.O. Box
1040A, Murray,
Ky. 42071

1

1111:11-71T—
ne
Equip:wen

Help

Wanted
VEGAN Metal Fabricators
general laborers mig wet
dots Apply in person
502 328 8991 call for
directions

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Wit you earn 520 000
S10.000 this year and
more in future years'
international company in
.tS eth decade of growth

070

Domes*
& Childcare

needs three represents

ATTENTION: POSTAL
4088 $12 26Ihr to start
plus benefits Carriers so;
tem, clerks. maintenance
For an application 8 exam
information
call
1 800 819 5916 eat 80
8am 8pm 7 days

Appliance parts to tit
most maior brands.
New & Used
Large Inventory

753-6487

9

1 995

060
Notice

NOM

MAY 23

C.llu
Iv ARgSIFIED

020

021

TUESDAY

lives in the Murray May
lieid wee
Are you
• Competitive
• Goal oriented

BABYSITTING Have
opening for 3 children any
age 474 8382

• Ambitious
If you gualiN

you win be
guaranteed
• Three weeks expense

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759 9553

Paid training
• Guaranteed mcome to
start
• Complete benefit and
retiremaci package

MOTHER of 5 year old
wishes to babysit children
K 6 in S W area home for
summer meals fun TLCI
Local references available
435 4358

Unlimited earning mien
nal and advancement
possibilities await you

Call (502)753-5353
Mon or Tues 10-7
Ask for Will Haydon

moTHER of one wanbng to
babysit in my home
Fenced in play area East
Hazel New Providence
area Call 492 8522
SUrlinlOrtane
5 gym kids

MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting ap
plications for teachers.
grades K 6 Call 759 1555
for application
SHIRT unit operators and
laundry persorrhel Full
time_regular hours with op
portunity for over time
competitive wages Apply
in person at Boone Clean
ers 605 Main St

Nursing
Opportunities
RN week ender woe
ram or part lime
LPN - full time or part
time
CNA all shifts Cornpeli•
live salaries. Pleasant
work environment

Contact Sharon
901-247-3205
TAKING applications at
Dutch Essenhaus House
Cafeteria
THE United States Depart
men? of Agriculture will he
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fired and
Dark Air Cured tobacco
crops in the field Applica
lions may be secured at the
CFSA_ Office 201 South
Johnny Robertson Road
Applicants must be1f3
years of age or 17 of aged a
high school graduate EEC)

reservations for
daycare ages
will learn first
aid r PR 8 lots more The
only registered daycare in
Hazel Call Toni Shands
44;' • 186
TAKING

MALEY Lawn & Landscap
ing Services has full time
mowing crew positions
available 753 5726

120

Computers

EARN up to $1.000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience, free sup
plies, information, no obit
gallon
Send self
addressed stamped enve
lope to Bucks Dept 14
8407, Bandera Rd. Suite
133 217, San Antonio. Tx
78250
FOOD SERVICE AIDE
Full time 1st 8 2nd shifts
Relief cook position Previ
ous training arid/ or expen
once preferred SANITATION AIDE Full time
12 8 30pm Apply at Mar
ray Calloway County Hos
plat personnel depart
ment 803 Popular St
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt, mainte
nanoe 759 4118 between
2 3pm
LARGE local life and health
agency searching for appi
icants for the position of life
and health agents financial
planners and investment
repreSkintatives Skills no
quired effective oammun
cation with others prior
selling experience
licensed in life and health
Securities reprosenabves
will be needed in Murray
Mayfield
Paducah and
Benton KY Send reaurnOS
10 PD Box 427 Benton
KY 42025

Ann

'pi

1981 SUBARU 4sp V8
Ford automatic 3'. ton
truck 390 engine Call
759 0971 leave message if
not home
1989 ARGO 8 wheeler,
high & low range, 18hp.
Koehler twin cylinder
electric start 8 electric
winch on front light Runs
on water or land Al shape
serious inquiries only.
$2.500 492 8437 or
492 8548
1 NEW folding ping pong
table $99 1 commerical
chest freezer with glass top
sliding doors $150
753 9786
2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H a 32w
a 25D 74H a 36W x 310,
burglar resistance.. TL rat
ing 753 5980. 753 1203
after 5pm
BELL COLLECTION Ap
pro. 95 bells collected
over the last 30 years All
kinds all types most don t
look like bells crystal.
metal glass ceramic, etc
Entire collection $150 Call
after 5pm 759 9932
•
BOGARD Trucking and Ex
coveting Inc We haul top
soil. gravel fill dirt. white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8 4pm. 753 2446

WAD computer monitors
and keyboards. (3) 13"
E(;r1i color $30each (2) 12"
EGA green $15 each f2)
13- VGA color $50 each (7)
CRAFTSMAN riding
12" VGA mono $20 each
mower 36m cut. 11hp
(Is) keyboards $5 each
$350 firm TV satellite sys
Call 75R 4236
tern you move $500
75,3 8278
1E1
NEW metal siding & roof
Want
mg Cover 36" cut to length
To Buy
in 10 colors galvanized
ANTIQUES by the piece or
and galvalume Secondary
collections 753 9433 day
if available Portable car
or night
port kits 489 2722 or
CASH paid for good used 489 2724
rifles shotguns and pis
SIZE 8 wedding dress with
tots Benson Sporting
chapel length train
Goods 519 S 12th
cost $600 asking $200
Murray.
753 0516 leave message
USED 250 or 500 gallon
TWO 300 watt amps. 12in
propane tank
Call
boom box. Sherwood ste
759 9752
reo and 6 CD changer. two
WANT to buy nice used gas speakers. 1 yr old. New
grill • Call 759 2599
$1,500, now $1,000
759-9121
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles. coca cola
items civil war artifacts.
stone whiskey tugs with ad
verfising gas 8 oil advents
ing glassware Elvis me
13 different colors Cut
morbila. etc Phone
753 1633 ask for I arry
to the inch up to 48 ft

Roofing
Metal

Panel-Lk Plus
Classic Rib
Commercial Rib
Galvalume
Galvanized

WAITRESS dancer; (4, ULTRA 5 star wheels
110 deep dish, 5 lug alu
wanted Doll House Cafe
minum Cellular bag phone
Paris. TN 901 62 4297
492 8600
America's

Second

FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator
excellent condition no ice
maker Call 753 2604 or
leave message

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1.1

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper. for- 5175 a month
(paid in advance).
. 1 995

Call 753-1916 for details.

FisherPrice
MACHINIST
MURRAY, KY
FISHER-PRICE, INC. a leader in the manufacture of children's toys and luvenile products, is seeking an experienced machinist to
jOin their operation in Murray, Kentucky

DINING room glass top
pedestal table 4 fully upholstered chairs, $500
753 0122
GLASS lop table with 4
leather chairs 753 0296
165
Antiques
3PC of porch furniture horn
1950s $75 753 4893

ANTIQUE
SHOW & SALE
6 DAYS
MAY 24-29
KENTUCKY
OAKS MALL
Free Appraisal
on 1 Item with
a Copy of this Ad.

The person We're seeking will have a minimum
of two years machine shop experience in the
operation of lathes, mills, drill presses, etc
Experience in blueprint reading a must A high
school diploma or equivalent is .required
For immediate consideration pease send
resume indicating current salary to

JOHN Deere 430 20hp
diesel lawn tractor with by

cfrOkt 60" mowing
Employment Manage/
FISHER PRICE INC
. Pt $P Box 53A
Murray Ky 42071
An Equal
NO phone

Oppor1un,ty

Employer

calls or agencies

210

MFDy

0.0.-5se

deck

brand new turf ores
hours

bailer ball hitch

671
al

ways serviced washed 11
shedcled excellent paint
no scratches $5 SOO Day
phone 759 4700 night
489 2481

near hoc()
Aeolian(es
°iookup some •itiiites
lidpd $ 3e'r;010 rx. p•••
750 3991

?RR I bad,

rOot

3211
Apartments
For Rent

Firewood

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

2814 2 bath duplex
age olar,eal gas heal ,•••
tral air 5450 rrx.
tou-re
d.Aylow

2814

1.14/
aPpila I

trit1iP•

fur nis hod

1BR apt low utilities no
reference arid
$ 1 96 mo
required
753 3949

cler,t

S.1.ri 410 " at 765
fro mr,re rtetaiis

pets

,

"i•
759 44'41

t.jrn•ct.wri

heat 'I.-

gas

*

rt,

1,111-

,Ril F mhassi Aparir..“, •
a,4.1,1
rur,y,
r
mon
tif 761 :Aug

,Vonttal gas how

tO*
,
1,V10,)C.P

Musical
FENDER Stratocaster gui
tar, Stevie Ray Vaughn
model with tweed case ex
ceftent condition 759 1081
after 5pm
250
TV.
Radio

141

IBA furnished apt
5200/mo plus deposit no
pets Hwy 121 at the fair
grounds 751 3114

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x60 2BR completely
furnished utility pole must
sell asking 5.5 ROO
492 8604

• of

Ara.la,—
"kap .

c 719F(ca9

281i upstairs apt
" 5,
/1
no pets

1 1 I.

riPPOCI? A'PR 7C1 chril

ITOGS aye

IBR furnished a Lo
S1951mo available r•,,,e
water paid no pour
753 5980 alter Cpm
753 1203

r c.; now

with fq•

Nacho,

Fr.' strive
m.,)

21" ZENITH color N cable
ready with remote capabili
ties, great picture $100
Call 759 4236

•

401. 67/6

I BR extra nice has all Turn,
ture some utilities paid n9 .814
pets $285,mo 436 27?e' ;podr prinal ii A
Barn 7pm
now $1?6 rty.

220

••

•

/1114

1BR duplex or, Hwy /en
energy effluent No pets
$285•mo .deposii
753 8848 before 9prr•
113F1 duplex new ha rar
poling $225,mo 41? fl 6th
St 753 2339 751 R 16 7
436 2054

1BR furnished apt ni-cr
clean close to ramp.is
$175/mo 753 7276

and .ither agtvl
5 ('iii ,l,rvoc •

availar.icr
Sir o' I

Trir, .1ofo'c '

rrn)

•00
Ir<1 5711

1BR nice available now
Coleman RE 753 9898
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4 traci

Crififx.iMINLIM for ieac
low .itiiities
bath
garage 751 1,541

I ROOM elfir 'pr.( y 'ore
near MSU partial utilities

".fiIflNtR/ Ii ..g
-ion( y apt extra

furnished

01

oi

mac'.

Available now
,rod

4,KoryCit

C,oleman RE 751 9848

436 540i

1 ROOMS tor rental 1614
12)(65 MOBILE home 2br Olive Utilities furnished
1 mile from campus Share kitchen living room
759 1616
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RF
14X70 2BR. I', bath rno '
753 9898
bile home on 80X180 lot
Underpinned central heat'
arr, porch and covered pa
tio Close to school and
town Good condition •
753 5592 at
5p m

EXTRA flimP
11,4.1s
with ,
irt gas riea'
,arp,
priances nri tiers let.'s •
lease 1R'7 Ptirilneirr •
1425 751 7457

help Wanted

I
art' erivir4t tic, rritti,o4i.r.rr. i,I i•K"

14x70 38R 2 bath central
h/a electric stove, located
Riveria Courts #30
753 0878 after 4pm
NEW 1994 mobile home
28070 3brs 2 baths gar
den tub 2r6 walls North
ern insulation all kitchen
appliances and central unit
Price $47 500 Call
489 2501

2BR on large private lot 7mi
East of Murray Linzy
Beane resident 436 2582

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Rote Fffective Aorl

WEIGHT machines 13
cable/chain machines 2
rowing stepper squat rack
bench press olympic free
wts 8 preacher curl For
information call collect
9Q4 564 2871

2BR mobile borne C hia
water furnished $275Jrno
Coleman RE 753 9898

RENT -A -CAR

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

WANTI
JCP 101
to 5brs rui,oeighborrio•rd
available J.ilf or August
7530599

2 3BD apts F urriish‘irt
very nice near MSU Nn
pets
7 5 1 1 25,
days 753 0606 after 51)rn

GUNS buy sell or trade
436 5650

Mobile
Homes For Rant

Locations Coast to Coast

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Apartments
For Rent

likt:

Iii

:7

,;• •

A

rticct y

Food

‘ieriiltri %Vrirker,

lArirker..
fr Shift Leaders
'
prrs • it Iht" ki err 1.
Apply
Chi k.
•-••;ti • • • I f ,Ail
Cori:turner '
ter
,

•

I r

I

KFC

METIIODIST 1

280

Mayfield, KY
247-8413

'
v'UglyDuckling

REPO Buildings Due to
relocation far tory has 3 all
steel (Dualism style build
ings for immediate sell II)
3008 Plover
401160
erected
Call Bill
800 581 5843

NO equity 1995 mobile
home, already set up in
park. 16x80. 3br 2 bath
5021759 2454

Hershey
Squares

Car

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
EARN $1000S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION. NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STER
LING DEPT 33. PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO, FL
32814

18 CU FT SIDE by side
refrigerator ice maker
$50 Craftsman riding
mower 30" cut 7hp $165
753 3628

et eat
To Rent

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking des
tance to college 753 5209

NEW
er model
horn
on
Concrete
drives walks Trash pick
up & city water $100/mo
492 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753-9866
300
Business
Rentals
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse S95/moinctud
ing all utilities 753 1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft Available June 1 308
N 12th next to Faye s
7539212
RETAIL or Office Space
S Side Shopping Center
7534509 or 753 6612

Physical

Therapy

Director. wanted

to

manage Rehab/Sports Med,c,ne Depar'
ment Must be registered ph ys.cal'he'ap
Ist Excellent benefits and competitive
salary Interested applicants may cantac'
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
161 Hospital Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-4171 or, -5344
E 0E

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPI Y IN PERSON AT

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STRF E
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
Located in former Safeguard Sager :rove

:api

PRODUCTION WORK

ASSEMBLY LINE + INCEN
BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DA IS
M TH 630 AM
5.00 P
OYEPLTIME POSSIE31 E
Equal Opportunity Employer

Fisher-Price'
In response to existing and anticipated empko,ment iipportunities
applications are now being accepted for production operator prisitirm;
on the following shifts.
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of oft time
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Fnday. First'SekondiThird. "
• 4 hour fixed (Monday -Fnday. 9 am -1 pm.tr, phi .11i p m
Starting pay rates are S5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S 5 Ar., for
and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full -urrie empkrment
offer a
top pay rate of SX .94 plus a Lomprehensie henefit pat.Lige
If you've got whit it takes in work with the world Mit Los
maker:
please coeLt.
Murray Employes's' Agescy
2.01 So. 12th Street
%tuns,. Ky. 420/1
759-2150
An Ease& °grew wain.

\

•

10

320

FURNISHED lbr apt utili
ties included $350 mo
435-4236 weekdays
753-0732

NOW renting 1 to 3tir aos
behind Bradley Book Co all
have low utilities 8 are
closer to MSU than most
dorms Walk to class with
no parking worries Better
hurry they won t last long
753 2339 or 753-8767

NOW taking applications
G & L Rental Properly an for Section 8 low rent housat
openings
nounces
ing Apply in person at
Sherry Lane Apts near Southside Manor
906
MSU These attractive two Broad St Extended
bebedroom units tease for tween Sam
12noon No
$440 & will be ready for
phone calls please Equal
June move in Grey s Prop Housing
Opportunity
ertes is taking applications
Call 759 2001
VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
duplex appliances furnEFFICIENCY apartment
ished wd hook up, central
now available $15G-mo gas
heat. $525mo, 1 mo
near campus Phone deposit,
years lease, no
753-6986
753 2905 or
pets
753 7536
KENTUCKY Lake Lakeland Westly Village lbr
apartment utilities included rent based on in
come 55 & older handicap
& disabled Equal Housing 2BR 1 bath house for rent
Newly decorated, electric
O pportunity
heat. stove & refrigerator
502 354 8888
furnished •$300/mo 1
MUR CAL Apartments now
month deposit, no pets
accepting applications for 753 2905 or 753-7536
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal 2BR brick on 15th St CarHousing Opportunity
port. fully furnished, 2br
MURRAY Manor Apart- suites, couch, coffee table
& end tables, table lamps,
ments now accepting appli
cations for 1 2br apart 25" color tv, recliner. microments Apply in person wave. deep freeze, stove.
new refrigerator washer &
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
dryer. dining set Abso1409 Duigiud Dr
lutely no pets' $450/mo
NEW lbr efficiency apts
$450 deposit, 1yr lease
w d furnished 753 9841 or 753 7473
436 5496
2BR house stove & reNEW 2br duplex carport frigerator included near
deck etc Available now campus Call 753 4857 or
$400 mo 753 3031 leave 753-2967 after 5pm
message
3BR 2 bath brick house,
NICE 28; 1 bath dupiex 1653 Ryan central h-a,
unit at 600 Northwood
quiet neighborhood
$400 mo plus utilities de $600/mo yr lease & depoCal!
posit No pets
sit 762-3217 between
474 8430 after 6p m
8-4 30pm

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail
We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans
Fpe Pick4,d and Deiivery Within City Omits

Call (502) 759-1820
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Halt block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

&-intEr 4.f • rf, I4laI fa will
*ism • I till liii,,A 1mIN

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
.").7.. 7.771..7AS:91; 4.14;

if11.7k,

PEACEFUL_

38.15 ACRES
SAT, MAY 2TTH, 10:00 A.M.
THE WHEELER PROPERTY
GREAT SOUTH GRAVES LOCATION
A SUPERB TRACT OF LAND

SELLING REGARDLESS OFPRICE!!
ACCESSIBLE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS
BEING OFFERED IN 4 TRACTS INDIVIDUALLY
AND IN COMBINATIONS OF TRACTS
,
AS TO OBTAIN THE HIGHEST SELLING PRICE!
TRACT # 1 - 3.443 ACRES
ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM RANCH

@24.093 ACRES-104.566 ACRES 06.048 ACRES
OPEN TRACTS ARE GREAT BUILDING SITES

FINNWRIE ON HWY 83& SCHOOL ROAD
MAKE PLANS TO BE AT THIS AUCTION

THE AUCTION IS SAT., MAY 27TH

AT 10:00 A.M. BE THERE
15'. DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS
3.4 7,n Truck • 4
. •
•
• 2 •A:heel
Trader • MF 3
.„•• • "J Pt
Swayer • JD 2 Ho*
.4!•,*
'• 2.
',ales • 2-Preeze
-:• ••
=.--ders • M•sce.;aElec:r,c Star.
• .•
Scrof Saw
1 • Shop D.ust Coilecor
Table • Assortment
• ••, •
Fronts
•
•
• 2-7.1art,e r.c, End
Be o' • 5 5 3 Drawer
'
PortaLle TV • Curtis
•
• ;• ,07,ker Peci,rer • Sofa • Old Stu.'.." 7...s• • rirs• Cr air • Cr.,Id Spot ReIr,g•
• ;,"
,•
ashwa",'"er • Ma•?---; • -.ns • Ficriver-Arrange,
a•!4.P,r,,• Cr,ir • ,•Lelianeous
Colieclar,les •
'rrr; • M•sreianeous
• : •,•,
•-•-•
•
,
GartGn

TOCYCle

•

• COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE

JAMES R. CASH
AO( TIONt LH IL 1411 At I SIMI BROKF
/ AN( Y

ANON

V

RC
7145 Sit L INt• AAA(.111INIF
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Ihe

Used
Trucks
60 ACRES near Ky Lake
and Blood River, pans TVA
$49,500 759-1922. terms

3EIR 1 'n bat, 316 N 61h.
$450/mo. lease 8 deposit
762-4483 8-4pm

Lots
For Sale
3 LOTS m East Y Subdivision. $8,500 753-8274

NICE 38r. 2 bath brick
house with 2 car garage in
Panorama Shores
$600/mo plus deposit No
pets 12 mo lease References required Call
474-8430 after 6pm
SINGLE story brick house
in Marshall County 3BR 2
bath, spacious living room
and kitchen with deluxe refrigerator, ice maker, dishwasher, new electric
range & washer, double
garage. very dean, very
nice 502-554-8516
SMALL lbr brick house,
walking distance to MSU
Extra low utilities, 1628
Miller, rear $180/mo
753-2339. 753-8767.
436 2054
WANTED nice home for
lease in Murray area, available Jun 1st 3 to 5brs,
baths 2,000+ sq h with
large lot in nice area price'
negotiable will be in Murray
May 27th Call Rich at Kop
perud Realty 753-1222

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40 mo 759-4081
NOW renting' Eastside
Boat & Mini Storage Call
now to reserve your space
759-9835 or 753-0834
STORAGE trailer for rent
753-7888
WANT to lease dark fired
tobacco base 492-8159
370
Livestock
Supplies
BULLS and Heifers- Performance tested Simmental
and Maine- Anjou
Crossbred service age
bulls and heifers Only top
performance animals offered for sale All animals
health tested and guaranteed Smith Broadbent
Farms,
Day
(502)235 5182. night
(502)2355170
BULLS Gelbvich x Bar Red
hybird, easy calving, high
weaning weight, good natured Call 753-7618
OFFERING for sale' 1982
Sorrel Gelding big stout.
152 hands. 1300 pounds.
blaze face ready to go
753-7050 days 474 8050
evenings
PIGS 25 80Ibs 436 5243

AK C German Sheppard excellent background
healthy, free obedience included 502 436 2858
AVA S Aviary going out of
business sale Everything
30% off 515 S 7th St
Murray 759 4119
BLONDE Labs purebreed
no papers $75 only 1 male
left Call after 5pm
492 8638

FOR sale Red Yamaha
motor scooter, excellent
shape. serious inquiries
only 753-5738

410

3BR nice carpet 8 vinyl,
beautiful natural wood upstairs wit 2 large bedrooms Oat‘nstaKs 1 bath in
large corner lot, 605 Syca
more $450/mo 753-2339,
753-8767, 436-2054

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858

NEAT KITCHEN - LIVING & DINING ROOM
SPACIOUS FAMILY ROOM W/FIREPLACE
ATTRACTIVE 32X16 IN GROUND POOL
32)(40 SEALED, WIRED & HEATED SHOP

530

XX)
Houses
For Rani

AT CUBA, KENTUCKY

502-11123-84843

I BEST COPY A'

•

3S0
Apartments
For Rent

FURNISHED or unturn
stied tor 2tx apts No pets
Zimmerman
Apts
753 6609

.ra
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1991 MERCURY Grand
Marquis, Original owner,
excellent condition $8,100
435-4043
1992 AEROSTAR loaded,
73.XXX miles, very nice
CaN 492-8873 after 5pm

1985 TOYOTA Supra,
121,XXX miles, full option,
new fuel pump, brakes, g
rstion, starter, paint and
more, $2,600 759-9121

BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
underground aty utilities including gas Last available
lot m Preston Heights, located behind Gatesbor- 1987 CHEVY Sprint, excelough, $13,900 753-2339 lent gas mileage new Ores
BY owner large 'it acre lot asking $1.500 753-3557
in Woodgate Subdivision,
1988 LINCOLN Town car,
all city utilities included Recondition
good
strictions apply Priced
502-492-8358
$16,900 Call David King
753-8355 Mon- Fri.
1989 DODGE Dynasty
759-9854 nights 8
loaded, 132,XXX miles
weekends
very nice, black with marroon interior Call 492-8873
SOUTHWEST area 14
acre building lots, each with after 5pm
200tt road frontage, re1989 PONTIAC Grand Am
stricted, $12,500
great condition, at, cruise,
435-4.548 after 5pm
new tires and brakes,
$4,000 527-5195
.150
1990 GEO Storm white,
Farms
automatic, air. p/s, p/b, 1
For Salo
owner 753-9764 after
33 ACRES, stocked lake, 6pm
fenced pasture, green1990 MERCURY Cougar
house, 14x70 3br mobile
LS, loaded 759-9780 after
home Coleman Real Es5pm
tate 753-9898
1991 CHEVY Lumina Euro
3 1 V-6, 50,XXX miles,
460
power locks, tilt, cruise, a/c,
Homes
light blue, new tires
For Sale
759-9973 $8,750 obo
2BR 1 bath home on 2
acres in country West of
Murray, $36,500
382-2485
Cracks
38R 1 bath log home, 1250
sq ft central h/a, vaulted
ceilings, great room with
fireplace, patio area,
$62,700 489-6075

1992 TOYOTA Paseo red,
tape deck and CD player,
55.XXX miles, $8,900
759 1992
1993 CAV Wagon 108 XXX
highway miles, power
locks, air & auto Call
492-8873 after 5pm

CADILLAC 1977, excellent
condition, $2,500
759-9887

1994 DODGE 'I. ton
(2500) P U , 4x4, SLT,
ABS, Cummings diesel engine. brand new tires. S/S
Diamond Tread tool box,
5th wheel, ball hitch that
folds into bed, deluxe stereo, power everything. Motorola cellular phone,
29.XXX miles, dark green
over gray Cost new
$30,000, now on sale
$23.950 Day phone
502-759-4700. night
502-489-2481

FOR sale or trade 1988
Cadillac Sedan Deviffe, one
owner, excellent condition,
would trade for van
753-5731
500
Used
Trucks
1967 FORD F250 % ton
old farm truck, runs good,
$650 obo Call 753-5348
1972 CHEV P U LWB,
43,000 actual miles, good
meth some body work,
$2.500 489-2406 after

6pm

In Dnveways

Saxe 1973
Serving Western Ky and West Tenn

ATTENTION property Investors Duplex with
WO+ monthly income,
631 N 4th, front unit, 2br
with fireplace & gas heat,
back unit is newly remodeled, lbr apt Lot zoned
commercial to insure future
worth,
$49.900
753-2339. 753-8767,
436-2054

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.
BniCe Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.

AVOID realtors cost, 3br 2
bath with large yard & storage, 9ffir on 121N
489-2296

FREE Estimates: 7534343

BE the first owner of a 2
story bock home in a prime
city subdivision 4BR, 27i
baths, features Marvin
windows. 17ft foyer ceiling.
white kitchen, columns,
fireplace, tile and hardwood
floors, cultured marble, hot
tub. deck & more Call
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

BY owner 3br 2 bath, large
living room, • kitchen and
large den with fireplace,
1,837 sq h of living space
plus garage, carport and
porch Lots of closets and
built ins No step-up at back
door or garage, easy entry
for handicapped or elderly
Must see to appreciate,
$75,000
753-7133,
759-1723. 753-3092

Quaidy serme \301,Broo
erx

CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
ft with garage, low utilities,
luxurious living 3br 2 bath
753-3293

Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

To help yew piss year New Kildiee

Call 753-6869
for free quote or coosulting.

Yd

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561

or Bathroom

maw'ng

Tree Tnmming
Tree Removal
Landscaping

Tree Service ckmno Service

Hedge Trtmming
Light Hauling, Etc.
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

410
Public
Salo

MOVING SALE
Wednesday
May 24
2018 Carol
753-5677
5 in 1 tonning table,
maple buffet, 19 in TV,
bar stools, antique baby
bed, exercise bike, curtains and rods, many
household items

FOR Investors 2812sq ft
new duplex Fall Brook
Sub
Rental income
$1100/mo Price $123,000
492 8516 or 762 7221

CUSTOM KJTCHEM CAIMNETS
CUSTOM W000W0441UNG
All Types Of:

FOR sale by owner 2br 1
bath bock in town nice lot
fenced yard storage build
ing 753 0195 or 753-6491
after 5pm

Woodworking
and
Kitchen 81 Bath Cabinets

NEW 3br homes priced in
70 s & 80s. financing avail
able will consider trade
753 3672 after 5pm

753-5940

Custom

' OrOP By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury - liurrry (Bwhfnd Bunny Broad)

'

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty profes
sional real estate manage
ment residential commer
nal fallow us to handle your
real estate headaches, A
cost cutting occupancy im
proving move 753 4444
TAKE 41004 T440 an offer
2br lake property Wilson
R•alty 1 2 1 South Cali
753 51086

470
Motorcycles
1981 GL 500 Silverwing
new rear tire new winds
held road ready $1295
753 0331
1982 INTERSTATE
Goldwing 1100cc excellent
shape 37 XXX miles am/
On 40 channel President
CB 2 helmets & backrest
for driver
$2 500
759 1039 after 5pm
1995 BLASTER good con
*bon $3 000 759 4$05

ALCOA vinyl siding & Vim
Replacement windows Bill
Speed 492-8103

D & D lawn care free esb
mates 489-2296

1994 DAKOTA Sport with
warranty, red 753-4354

1994 MAZDA 84000, 6cyl,
cab plus, 4x4, 5sp. red,
loaded, 1 owner, 32,XXX
miles, warranty, mint condi
bon. $17,500 Day phone
759-4700, night 489-2481
FOR sale 1988 Chilk
Silvered°, black & gray with
gray interior, loaded.
79,XXX miles 527-5294 after 5pm
510
CamPore
32 FOOT Holiday carnpe
$3000 Serious Inquires
only 502-759-4414
520
Boats
& Motors

ALL phases of tree care
maintenance including fertilization. pesbc.idation &
storm damage repair by
The Professional John
Boyer Call 436-5334
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
APRONS Handyman Co
remodeling and repairs.
odd jobs, screen porches,
decks, electrical etc
474-8534
ASPHALT driveway, sealing, free estimates
753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations.
etc. 759-4664
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Construction Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221

14FT ALUMINUM Jon
boat, 5tt wide with 20hp
Johnson eletnc start motor,
trolling motor 753-2249 after 5pm

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832

14FT CHEROKEE, 1986
30hp electric start Johnson
motor, casting deck, console remote trolling motor,
LCR, excellent condition
489-2018

BUSHHOGGING blade
work, lawn mowing & weedeating 489-2077

157, FT RUNABOUT boat
& trailer, 85hp Johnson motor with power trim. $1600
759-9086 after 4 30pm
HOUSEBOAT 40h King
craft twin 318-rnotors. 65
generator, all new interior,
$27,500 or trade Call
436-5082 or 436-5811

BUSHHOGGING Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030
CAMCORDER repair &
microwave repair Wood
VCR Service Center
753-0530
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

MARK Twain very nice,
1977, 165hp. 6cyl, Chev
Merc cruise, gold & white,
tandem axle trailer See at CARROLL'S Custom garWayne Darnell Boat Shop, den tilling, grader blade
9mi South of Murray on work, bush hogging lots,
free
estimates
Hwy 121
502-492-8622
STAR Craft 35hp with
trailer, (2) 5 gallon tanks, CHI/A Chim Chimney
extra Call 492-8873 after Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
5pm
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscaping, mulching & mulch hauling. gutter cleaning Clean
up junk garbage Odd Jobs
also Al househld moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
mg, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

CUSTOM

bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling & small
bush hogging 489-2995

DRYWALL finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
GERALD WALTERS is
back Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592
HAVE SAW WILL
TRAVEL Tree removal and
trimming, 20yrs experience Call 492-8254
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KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery. Murray.
KY 436-5560

ho
gri

LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436-5744

tnt

LAMB'S Tree Service, tree
trimming & removal, hauling, etc 436-2269 Paul

ch
ho

(Tr
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LAWN care, mowing &trimming 436-2528
mowed
LAWNS
(502)759-3133
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings,
R V 's, sidewalks, free estimates (502)753-6490

At

IC

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436-5560
NICHOL'S lawn & yard
care Mowing, trimming,
fertilizing, haul debris & refuse 759-9577
PAINTING int ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
RIDA'S Machine Quilting.
choice of patterns Phone
502-759-2479. Murray, Ky
RILEY Remodeling & Construction Garages, additions. porches, decks, roofing, vinyl siding & trim. replacement windows
Owner Jerry Riley Phone
502-489-2907
ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing, siding & additions All type
home & mobile home repair Free estimates
474-2307
ROOFING and painting,
interior- exterior etc , 25yrs
experience, 10% discount
senior citizens 474-0107

reP

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE fence builder, any type
fence, lowest prices, best
quality, guaranteed
753-8249 after 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available .
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon Fri . 753-0530
WINDOW & door repair &
replacement 759-1799

ME

YARD mowing, tree esti
mates 753 6344

Attention

Classi zed Advertisers!
Dial-A,Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum tit 13 Vsieeli„,)
New rate etteetive April 1,

NEW affordable homes
2-3br in city Starts at mid
50's financing available
payments less than rent
Sidewalks storm sewers,
all underground
753 4444

NEW home Coles Camp
ground Rd 3br 2 bath con
tral gas & electric 1900sq ft
living area on 1 22 acres
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4.444

DAVID S cleaning services We dean vinyl, brick
drive ways sidewalks mobile homes, R V 759-4734

itS

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

4,4ses8
HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state certified
Call 489 2266

A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling, tree trimming, Mark 436-2528

1988 BRONCO II excellent
condition 759-1770 after ALL around hauling, mow6pm or leave message on ing, tree work, Junk dean
up cleaning out gutters.
machine
Joe 436-2867
1991 Wads 82200 Pickup gray, power steering. ALL carpentry 15yrs exp •
power brakes. apkne CD foundations, slabs, sidewplayer & EQ. Leer topper, alks, driveways, buildings,
good condition, low mi- remodeling, repairs, AGC
certfied 489-2214
leage Call 759-4908
1993 DODGE Dually ext
cab, diesel, excellent
shape 435-4056

Walkways - Patios - Garages
Expansion Joints Replaced Waterproofing
All with 10 Year Warranty
1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates
Call Anytime - Local References
THE WJJ
c).

3BR duplex for sale
753-5114

Ay,

1994 GRAND AM red with
gray/ black interior, am/fm
cassette, cruise, driver side
air bag, ABS. 30,XXX.
miles Call 489-2524 after
4pm

CONCRETE REPAIR

3BR 2 bath duplex, double
carport on Southwood Dr
753-7947

1986 JEEP Grand Wagoneer V-8- 450, 4x4 on the
good condition. $5,200
Evenings 502 354 9099,
days 502 924 1210 ask fix
Von

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
'55,900 is your ticket to an unbelievable
1555 sq. ft. BRICK home. Throe bedrooms, 2 full baths, 28' great room,eat-in
kitchen, large master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,central heat & air and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl
space_ Garage, basement and other op
tains availdhle
Now Offering A
100t
Poloney•Bef k
Gsaraelee
Ask For Details

YLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916

t
A

of America
SLOW Bum. Value
we. Nov/saw
of L.•rali•

Model Available: SO2-5%4-1267
Or 24 Fir/Day(all 8(10-589-3$4e2
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT

•
Bt Peter H. Gott. M.D.

ed Patients typically receise• •1•\
Vieekl% treatments tee retard Inc . - i
growth ol cancer slI
DEAR DR GOTT An elderly friend
k
There is no particular
of mine has cancer ot the bladder Iler•
.
doctor periodically admits her to the procedure.. v‘cept that patient..
hospital where live TB bacilli arc occasionally contra'. I I H tr..ni
injected into the bladder to slou the BCI; taccinu. this ordinarils does ii.,•
therelore. is no,
growth of the cancer Can I contract alte.ct the lungs
contagious ,. but it can tle• •crieel.i•
TB by visiting her'
retpures anti tubertfilliou,ant itoota DEAR HEADER Years ago the
11('Ii cannot infect
French discovered an interesting tact
rice-It UIL !tie
:ire not atilt
When tuberculosis bacteria were mac
sityoill
quite. sate I,
tivated, made into a vaccine and
%Alien she I, Fre 1•IkIrl .2 lit It
applied to the skins of healthy people. triend
t hera4.)
some degree at immunity to TB devel
TO gike
more intiirination I arf,
oped In short, the treated bacteria
sending
tree copy 411 ins Beall!.
you
a
'called But: stimulated the body's
lieliort 'Bladder and I rinars Tr.o
immune system, so that vaccinated
Inle.ctions taller readers %A
utile!
people were resistant to TB mtection
like a copy should send 11,2 phis .1
In Europe. millions ot adults and sell addressed stamped entelope
children received BC(i In the t. S
PO Box 2433, VIA Viiirk. ''s.1 1,110,
however, the vaccine never enjoyed
Be sure to Merit WO !ht. tale.
wide popularity. because TB was not a
1)E.AH DI( Gorr I softer trior
huge health problem and BCG did not
numbness in m hand, and feet Jilin...
grant 100 percent immunity
with considerable pain. diagnosed as
Nonetheless. because of its peripheral nt.aropatlis Is there ans
immune stimulation characteristws. thing I Call do ekr medication I van
BCCe is now used in the treatment of lake to help thTs condition - Is it
certain bladder cancers The bacteria hereditary'
are introduced into the bladder and
I)EAR READER .1s I hate written
retained for about an hour. then void
1)t.fore.. there are many causes ot nen
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 23, the 143rd day of 1995. There are 222
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
:
DEAR ABBY Help' Ms
On May 23, 1934,_
hank robbers Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow
is a computer junkie. and it
were shbt to death in a police ambush as they were driving a stolen
mg our marriage 1' 'lint Lou Ford Deluxe along a road in Bienville Parish, La.
spends as much a, lo hours
On this date:
on the computer
In . 1430, Joan of Arc was captured by the Burgundians, who sold
He neglects me, the ,h hr.-'
her to the English.
everything else because
In 1533, the marriage of England's King Henry VIII to Catherine of
tion %Ye bought a tixerupper
Aragon was declared null and void.
a couple of years ago ;11e; h,
very gung-hu ;thew rthil-, • .
In 1701, Capt. William Kidd was hanged in London after he was
improvements. hut that ;este, 1
convicted of piracy and murder.
_f . -a couple. of months. 1 hen
In 1788, South Carolina became the eighth state to ratify the United
hack in front of his computer. 3I. . States Constitution.
barely moved since
In 1873, Canada's North West Mounted Police force was
He has gone from being
established.
some, outgoing. affect
In 1895. 100 years ago, the New York Public Library had its origins
band to an overweight.
with an agreement combining the city's existing Astor and Lenox
temperamental neommat••
We have. had count It•7-- t%:;.•
libraries.
about the time he
In 1915, Italy declared war on Austria-Hungary in World War 1.
computer games. He Itiecomes 11
In 1937, industrialist John D. Rockefeller died in Ormond Beach,
sive and says Ws -nobody's hit-n
Fla.
•
how he spends his time I
In 1940, Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra, the Pied Pipers and fea.
he would eventually tiro. ,'1
tured soloist Frank Sinatra recorded
Never Smile Again" in New
puter. but it's been three s ears
York for RCA.
he's worse. not better All
In 1945, 50 years ago, Nazi official Heinrich Himmler committed
family. friends. acquaint:dn.-even -his co-workers have coiwi:,•!.:
suicide while imprisoned in Luneburg, German.
ed on his obsession Ile
In 1960, Israel announced it had captured former Nazi official
computer
to work every das
Adolf Eichmann in Argentina.
,.
I don't believe in divorce.
In 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear the appeals of foralmost ready to get one I he',•,i
mer Nixon White House aides H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman
husband and our childre•!1
and former Attorney General John N. Mitchell in connection with
their father. He is a good
their Watergate cony
0,71
'
I'm exhausted from trfing
pete with his computer
Ten years ago: Thomas Patrick Cavanagh, an aerospace engineer
Abby:, there are support gr. ff,,;•who admitted trying to sell "stealth" bomber secrets to the Soviet for spouses of alcoholics arid dre...=
Union, was sentenced in Los -Angeles to life in prison.
addicts. Is there a support gro.ai.:. Five years ago: The Soviet Union unveiled an economic-reform
wives like me'
program that included plans for a national referendum. Neil Bush, son
A COMPUTER W11)4111of the president, denied any wrongdoing as a director of a failed Denver savings-and-loan in 'testimony before Congress.
DEAR COMPUTER WIDOW:
One year ago: Funeral services were held at Arlington National
It's OK to have an absorbing
hobby, but if it replaces the)
Cemetery for former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. "Pulp
family, the electronic beast
Fiction" by American director Quentin Tarantino won the Golden
must be tamed.
Palm for best film t the 47th Cannes Film Festival.
Insist that your husband see
Today's Birthdays: Bandleader A.nie Shaw is 85. Actress Betty
a marriage counselor with you.
Garrett is 76. Pianist Alicia de Larrocha is 72. Singer Rosemary ClooA counselor can help him fact'
ney is 67. Actress Barbara Barrie is 64. Actress Joan Collins is 62.
the "demon," and guide eui
Boxer Marvin Hagler is 43.
both in reaching a workable
compromise. If he refuses to go.
Thought for Today: "Genius does what it must, talent does what it
go without him.
can.- --- Edward Bulwer-Lytton, English author (1803-1873).
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Williams. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Williams, Rt.2, HateL, has
graduated from U.S. Air Force
Noncommissioned Officers Leadership School at Robins AFB.
Warner Robins. Ga.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl tok
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Tray is, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Farley, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Terry Wallace, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ma,
McCuiston, and a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Robert B. Holland
Furl, 'ears ago
Pictured are Mrs. C.C.
president of Medical Auxiliar,
and Mrs. Mabel Harris, dietn: Lift
standing by a new stainless slee!1
refrigerator during the open
house tour of Murray Hospital tlfl
May 15.
The home of Mr. and Mrs Jes
sic Hope at 903 Vine St...Murray ,
was destroyed by fire on Ma I
according to Murray Fire Chic!
Flavil Robertson,
Shirley Joyce Chiles, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. H.0
ot
Murray, presented a piano
on May 17 at Recital Hall. f in
Arts Building, Murray
iate
University.
Mr. and Mrs.
ByMs
were married for
scar, Oil
May 8.
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Ten years ago

Humane Soviet) of Calloway
County.
1,11inii!.. ••
.elt .itten the Coll
Linda Avery, Junior at Callo`11.1 ,At
it
It
it.sihIiiI dill
McMillen for Key Man Award by
way County High School, was
ielha Ia lice'"
Murray -Calloway County elected as secretary of First Dis.111/11.e • iffickliort, add it tier tactdr,
trict Beta Club. She has also been
sow ne.iiropattis Jaycees.
Pool Manager Mike Hudson
elected as president of CCHS
a!:
lit hil cod Milt !Wile
and Head Lifeguard Kevin
'e•I•
t%.1,
t ot1111111e to
Beta Club for 1975-76.
•Apenctit e'
Vaughn are pictured preparing
Dr. Richard Cunningham disiiisnould be evinune.ei li
neu
Murray-Calloway County Park' cussed "Female Cancer" at a
pre
Y6 Ii,
order 1/10o(1
Pool for its expected opening
meeting of Delta Department of
lie'l
li'"t" 'l'r't'atriit'uii iin'lude's
date on May 25.
Murray Woman's Club. He was
•'rr ui'tir,it the iincierling disorder
Installed as officers of Murray
introduced by Mrs. Edwin C.
possiWy
and
phs steal I herapy to
Strohe,cker.
es eni permanent damage suchjs Woman's Club for 1985-86 club
year were Ann Brooks, Frances
lit "tic" ii it
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones will be
"..1
I \I ILI'ILIsF xssx
Galloway, Evelyn Wallis, Barbamarried for 50 years May 24.
ra Peiper, Dorothy McKenzie and
Births reported include a boy
Billie Hall. They were installed
to Mr. and Mrs. James Gibson,
by Carol Allen of Murray,(3FWC
April 22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Conservation Department Junior
Charles L. McClain, May 10; a
DR. GOTT
Chairman.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Laura Leigh Shelton and PatThompson, May 15.
rick Shayne Key were married
Thirty years ago
PETER
April 20 at Northside Baptist
A group of 19 men from the
GOTT. M.D. Church.
country of India was in Murray
Births reported include a boy
on May 21 to learn about the
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crowther, food plant industry. This tour is
April 25.
being sponsored by Tennessee
Twenty _tears ago
Valley Authority. The men will
Richard Baker, Keith Heim,
be in the United States from May
Norman Evans, Patitanderson and
10 to June 28.
Jerrie Parkin are new officers of
Airman First Class Phillip P.
1i,,LI,ht 11,.e;
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DEAR ABBY • base n,,tit,
the beach more men are sh.:,
their legs
They dein3 appear
builders Is thi t nest I reri.t
men wearing earring,' I
seen anything printed affLin'
I haven't had the gilt- 1.
stranger.
I nevelt liked the teel
legs in bed_ but I nes.er
•:
fe•nerve tee ask a guy to -bas,•
-BB
FE11.13.F.
DEAR CURIOUS: Since
healthy growth of body hair on a
male suggests masculinity and
virility, a man who shaves his
legs must do it for a good reasi in.
I am told that men who compete in certain kinds of athletics - such as bicycle racing shave their legs to prevent
"wind drag." and also to O%
getting their hair caught in the
chain. Some athlete's if t ball
players and boxers) shave their
legs because. they must wear
tape or athletic equipment.
• 0

•

ABM' I cr11 11
My grandmother sent nil. i.
your article's It Wit.- the. .)gle
..1;t
an adopted woman Its 'hi.
Phoenix
I am adopted tor and v‘dd iii ii
.to thank my birth parents fifr giving
me up. It really showed bras ers .0.,i
love on their part I feel %yrs lion
tired by their decision
When I ask my mom. dad and
brother questions about 1/1.s hi rib,
parents. they aw*wer all my epic s
bons honestly to the best of the'ii ability
One day I would like to meet en1.
birth parent?.. but for ilia% I would
just like to say "Thank .% iu
MFA;AN IN MiRTII
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Students have chance
at Russian experience

DEATHS
Clint Donelson
Clint Donelson died Sunday. May 7, at 10:55 a.m. at Oakland
Hospital.
He was of Baptist faith—.
His first wife, Vivian Hilton Donelson, preceded him in death in
1978.
He was the son of the !ate Aud Donelson and Lela Stewart
Donelson.
Survivors include his wife, Elaine Russell Donelson, whom he was
married in 1993: three daughters, Tisha, Thelma and Wanda; three
sons, Billy, Ricky and Mike, all of California; three sisters, Nava Lue
‘1L.Cuiston of New Concord, Robbie Russell of Aurora and Lois Collie st Murray.
The funeral was May 11 in the chapel of Chimes Mortuary. Burial
a% at Memorial Park in Hayward, Calif.

-7-1
HOG MARkE1
1

Dr. George Betsworth
Dr. George Richard Betsworth, 71, El Jobean, Florida, died Wednesday. May 16, 1995.
A retired veterinarian for USDA. APHIS, he and his wife Joyce M.
Birlingmair Betswonh 'bed in Murray. for many years.
Born April 8, 1924, in Sioux City, Iowa, he received his degree
troni Iowa State University and served in World War II. He and his
wile celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in February.
Surs ivors include his wife, Joyce; one daughter, Constance Barnes,
Georgetown, Ky: three sons, Richard D. , Mobile, Ala., Stan K.,
Frankton, Ky, and Edward G., Virginia Beach, Va.; one sister, Grace
Nagy. Jupiter, Florida: 10 grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Frank Ramsey, Chair,
College of Veterinary Medicine, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa,
50(}iti

Nathan Dodd and Monica Williams were named "Best Personality" by
the Calloway County High School senior class of 1995. Dodd was incorrectly identified in the Ledger & Times special graduation section last
week.

Stock Market
Report

Roy Arlon Willoughby
Foicral services for Roy Arlon Willoughby were Monday at
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, with burial in Elm Grove Cemetery.
willoughby, 75, of Route 1, Henry, Tenn., formerly of Calloway
County. died at II p.m. Friday in the Henry County Medical Center in
Paris, Tenn.
Anlloughtly was born March 13, 1917 in Calloway County and was
retired from Tappan Manufacturing Co. He was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Henry and Lela Hensley
willoughhy and his first wife, Geneva Futrell Willoughby on Aug. 8,
Ii.;.
Sun is on include his wife, Imogene Malone Willoughby of Henry,
Tenn., whom he mamed June 15, 1974: two daughters, Wanda Hughhusand Jacky, and Linda Chadwick and husband Steve, all of
sons. Dallas Willoughby and wife Mary of Murray and
1)0L41.,, willoughhy• and wife Jean of Martin, Tenn.; two step.tiucnt,..rs. Bobbie Sue Jackson and husband Jerry of New Johnsonvil-T..nr: Bettie Lou Wiggins and husband Jacky of genry, Tenn.; one
tc;' son, Jacky 'Malone and wife Gail of Henry, Tenn.; three sisters,
ur,7, Harris and Eudell Scarbrough, both of Murray, and Pauline
Ha/el Park, Mich.; six grandchildren, 15 stephi!,!Rm, one great-grandchild, 24 step-great-grandchildren and
7;k't'zreat-grea t-grandchild.
Theaters were Dasid Willoughby, Gregory Willoughby, Johnny
H,:-11-s. Charles Willoughby, Keith Chadwick and Pat Hicks.
, r7s ide d- hy vocalist Cyndy Satterwhite and pianist Patty
1,:JHng were Res. Robert Simmons and Rev. Alvin York. The
Monday at 1
A .1•

Arnold Walter Ronna
Walter Ronna, 71, of Murray, died at 11:50 p.m. Sunday at
,urks Hi)sptul in Paducah.
". • an 25, iq24, he was a charter member of Immanuel Lutheran
as retired from the former Sager Corp. of Murray and
ttci G I linan. Ill.
:
in death by his parents. Fred and Meta Hilgendorf
!,c,0 brothers. Lester and Robert Ronna.
oi
...rs In,lude his wife, Norene Fuoss Ronna, whom he married
2. 1942. Ilse children, Eldora Friebel and husband George of
‘lurras. Arna Osman and husband Gary of Nashville, Merry Lyons
and nusband Larry of Onarga, Ill., Ed Ronna and wife Diane of Onariza III, and Katherine McKinzie and husband Al of Spartanburg. S.C.:
tour t)rothers, Clarence Ronna of Milford, Ill., Delmar Ronna of Pax. Laurence Ronna, Chatsworth, Ill., and Orville gonna of Paxton
two sisters, Irma Ennen of Loda, Ill., and Lois Grohler of
IsiankAee III., 1.; grandchildren, nine great-grandchildren; and several
anti riepheus.
i-unerai Horne was in charge of arrangements. Knapp Funeral
Onarga, III., was in charge of intermeni
!I,.
n;: tarnils has asked that expressions of sympathy be made to the
rid at Immanuel Lutheran Church.

Mrs. Treva Redden Johnson
Redden Johnson, 87, of Murray, died at 4:47 p.m. SunBritthaven Nursing Home in Benton.
is
2S 1907 in Calloway County, she was a member of First
Cl,urch in Murray.
.3' preceded in death by her parents, the late H.A. Redden and
i4,•:ie Walston Redden, and her husband, Terrell Johnson.
include one brother, Thomas Redden and wife Mabel of
':ter. Mrs. Connie Montgomery of New Concord; one
Pat T Redden and wife Shelby of Joplin, Mo.; one niece,
Brli a smith ()I Baca Raton, Fla.
i•Liotkarers imlude Joe Pat Ward, R.L. Ward, Hardiman Miller, Joe
"on
I. an Darnell and John Parker.
7al services•uill be at 10 a.m. Wednesday at the J.H. Churchill
H.:,nic Chapel with Dr. Greg Earwood officiating.
.1 AId he in the Murray City Cemetery. Friends may call at
‘I 'wr,hill Funeral Home ,from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
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Ambassadors hold derby
Design was awarded to Derrek
Glissson.
Crusader winners were: first
place, Wesley McPherson; second
place, Joshua Dunigan; and third
place, Dusty Cruse. Dillon Driver
won Best Design.
First place in the Pioneers went to
This double elimination pinew- Jason Malone, with Shawn Hill in
ood derby features cards crafted by second place and Daniel Wilson in
each boy with the help of his father third. Best Design was by Phillip
or counselor. Trophies are presen- Doughty.
ted for first, second and third place Brian Lovett captured first place
and for Best Design in each of four in the High School Baptist Young
divisions:
LADS _ (first-third
Men Division. Jamie Conner won
grades), Crusaders (fourth-sixth second place and Joe Jones won
grades), Pioneers (seventh-eighth
third place and Best Design.
grades) and High School Baptist
The winners in the counselors
Young Men.
competition were: first place, Barry
place, Mike
Mann; second
This year there were 114 entries
place, Jimmy
third
and
McNeely;
from 17 different churches.
Kimbro.
The winners in the LADS DiviAfter the races,the boys and their
sion were: first place, Michael Sicenjoyed a hot dog lunch
families
Ryan
place,
bold; second
Cobb;
third place, Steven Rader. Best and fellowship time.

The Blood River Baptist Association Royal Ambassadors,a missions
education and support group for
boys in first grade through high
school, recently met at Elm Grove
Baptist Church for the R.A. Racer
Event..

Defense lawyers form group
Charles Foster and Richard Jones
are the charter members of the
Kentucky Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers. It was recently
formed as the first local chapter of
that organization.
On May 3, 18 KACDL.lawyers
became the charter members of the
new regional chapter at a -meeting
organized by former KACDL board
member Roger Perry, Charles W.
Brien, and Jeffrey G. Edwards, all
of Benton.
Perry said that the inspiration for
the local chapter came from the late
Frank Haddad, Jr., the founding
president of KACDL, who died
recently. Haddad had been instrumental in establishing not only
KACDL,but also organizing dinner
meetings in Jefferson County between defense attorneys and the
bench and prosecutors. Members of
the KACDL and National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers

are known as "Liberty's Last
Champions" because of their commitment to the criminal justice
system, the Bill of Rights of the
Kentucky and American Constitutions and the protection of the
citizen accused.
The group met and discussed the
need for a regional organization to
better present the concerns of the
Citizen accused of a crime in the area
courts. Prosecutors and peace officers, even "victims" have an organized voice in such hraukrs, and it is
hoped that this local cl4ter will
allow defense attorneys to have
more input concerning local court
rules and policies.

Tango Sportswear

2567c Ott
Chaps Ralph Lauren
25% off
Inure
'I ton

- Where Murray's Pest Dressed Men Shop"'

(URN—AUS FIN
Downtown • Murray

District Judge Leslie A. Furches,
representing the 42nd Judicial District, which is comprised of Calloway County, attended the 1995
D.U.I. Program held in Covington,
May 10-12.
Group discussions and workshops provided judges an invaluable opportunity to address and
analyze various D.U.I. topics including: case law update, evidentiary issues, testing issues, post conviction issues and agency matters.
In addition, the judges learned
hands-on about other issues as they
viewed and critiqued a fictitious
D.U.I. video trial. From pretrial
concerns, to motions made during
the trial, judges were asked to
ideatify concerns and local issues as
they related to the D.U.I. trial.
The 1995 D.U.I. District Judges'
education program was sponsored
by Kentucky Court of Justice and
conducted by the Administrative
Office of the Courts' Education
Services Division. Funding was
provided in part by the National
Judicial College through the National Highway Traffics Safety Administration. The program was
approved by the Continuing Judicial Education Commission.
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We are pleased to
announce that Ann
Mason, bride-elect of
Randy Dunn, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Ann and Randy will
be married June 2, '
1995.
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We are pleased to announce that Shannon
Humphrey, bride-elect of
Russell Boyd, has made
her t
omestic and household lections through our
bridal registry.
Shannon and Russell
will be married May 28,
1995.

Day

'3450 30% off
Solid & Printed Knits
Piques & Jersey

r
Pictured are winners of the annual R.A. Racer Event at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.

Tommy Hilfiger

Sold Pique,

Starting At

Participants may elect to be resiThanks to Murray State Univercampers and stay in Murray
dential
and
sity, students in high school
junior high can experience the for- State residence halls,oral home and
mer Soviet Union this summer commute. "The Russian Expenence: From K.G.B. to REM." is
without leaving the country.
For the first time, a week-long open to high school and junior high
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sia, Kyrgistan, Azerbaijan, and Uk- Education, 207 Collins Center,
raine, currently enrolled at Murray (502) 762-2160; or outside CallaState under the U.S. Freedom Sup- way County, call 1-800-669-7654.
port Act, will serve as program
instructors.
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Russian Experience camp session." US 2-3 3441-500
"Because the true nature of the Boars $17.11$111.1141
culture and events behind the former Iron Curtain has been hidden
Investnsents Since 18.'74
from our understanding for so long,
The Russian Experience presents a
wonderful opportunity to learn about the sweeping changes from
young adults who are actually living
these changes," Griffin said. "PartiPrices as ol 9 AM
cipants will be immersed in the
culture, history, language and curChg
Price
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rent events of our newest and largest
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General Electric
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We are pleased to announce
that Molly Donnelly, brideelect ofJohn Young, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Molly and John will be married May 28, 1995.
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